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ADDENDA TO 1949-50

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
GUSTAV A. HUNZIKER, P,eside,t •••••••••••••••••••••••. Little

Foils

RETIRED OR RESIGNED

GEORGE 0. SMALLEY, Vice•President .................. Bound Brook
ARTHUR E. ARMITAGE ....••.....•..•.....•........... Colli,gswood

JOSEPH CLAYTON ............................. Point Pleasant Beoch

John B. Dougall •

. President

MRS. EDWARD L. KATZENBACH ... , .•.•.•..••.•.••...... Princeton

Edith B. Denny .•

• Assistant Registrar

JOHN C. KINAHAN ................................. Carney's Point
A. HARRY MOORE ................................... Jersey City

A. Luella Seager •

• Associate Professor of Education

AMOS J. PEASLEE ..................................... Clarksboro

Michael B. Gilligan

• Associate Professor of Education

Ruth E. Lippman

• Assistant Instructor in Education
Assistant Registrar

MRS. HERBERT REIM .................................... Maywood
MRS. OLIVE C. SANFORD •.•..••.•..••.•......•..••.....•.. N,tley
RICHARD E. SWIFT ....•..•..••.•......••..•.....•.•. Ma,gate Gty
HUGH C. THU ERK ..................................... Morristown

Darrel J. Mase •

Professor of Education

JOHN H. BOSSHART

James H. McMenamin

Instructor in Fine Arts

Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education

Louise S. Rafferty ••

Instructor in ·English

V. Wuerthele-Caspe

Physician

Commissioner of Education

ROBERT H. MORRISON

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
JOHN B. DOUGALL ................................................ President
EUGENE G. WILKINS ...................................... Deon of Instruction
HARRIET E. WHITEMAN ..................... '. .... Director of Student Personnel
JOSEPH A. D'ANGOLA .................. Deon of Men ond Heod of Deportment
of Heolth ond Physical Educotion
ALTON D. O'BRIEN ..........•..... Registror, Director of College Extension Division
EDITH DENNY .........•.................................... Assistant Registror
RUTH E. LIPPMAN ............................................ Assistont Registror
WILLARD E. ZWEIDINGER .................................... Business Monoger
EDNA DEBOLT SALT ................. Choirmon of Kindergarten•Primory Curriculum
FRANCES M. MITCHELL. ......................... Choirmon of Fine Arts Curriculum
CARL E. FRANKSON ..................... Chairman of industriol Arts Curriculum
DARREL J .. MASE ...................... Choirmon of Curriculum for the Educotion
of Teochers of Hondicopped Children
MARY M. BARTLETT .......................... Choirmon of Deportment of English
GUY V. BRUCE .................................. Heod of Department of Science
JANE G. PLENTY .......................... Choirman of Deportment of Mothemotics
LAURA E. ROGERS ............................ Chairman of Deportment of Music
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON ............... Chairmon of Deportment of Sociol Studies
ANNA M. BALLING ...•....•..•.............. Assistant, Deportment of Educotion
EDWARD J, TOOHEY •......••..••...••••.•.• , •. Administrotive Assistont, Veterans

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Eugene G. Wilkins

• President

Sylvia Becker .

• College Physician

Arnold J. Davis

• Assistant Professor of English
Assistant Librarian

Gilford G. Hale •

• Associate Professor of Education
In Charge of Student Teaching and
Placement
Instructor in English

Margie L. Hohensee •
Jares Houston, Jr. •

Instructor in Education

Cornelia C. Menges •

Instructor in Fine Arts

Vera F. Minkin

lnstructar in Social Science
Registrar

.

Altan D. O'Brien ••

Professor of Education
Dean of Instruction, Director af Parttime and Extension Division

David G. Scanlon

Instructor in Social Science

Nancy D. Stevens

Instructor in Social Science
Assistant Registrar

MEDICAL STAFF
VIRGINIA WUERTHELE-CASPE, M.D •..•..•....•........................ Physkion

BRUCE B. ROBINSON, M.D ............................... Consu!tont P'sychiotrist

LIBRARIANS
NANCY THOMPSON ••••.••.•.•••••••••..••••••.•..••••••..•... Head Librorien

MINNIE LIPSON .....•............................•.......... Assistant Librarion
RENEE KELLER ••.•...•••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• Lib,o,y Assistant
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Paul E. Williams ••••

• Associate Professor of Education
Chairman, Department of Education,
Director of Instruction

JOHN 0. GERRISH ................................. Assistont Professor of Music
Four-yeor Diplomo, Crone Normol School, Potsdom, New York;
Mus.M., Syracuse University
MICHAEL B. GILLIGAN .............•............ Assistont Professor of Educotion
Diplomo, Stote Normol School, Eost Stroudsburg, Pennsylvonio;
B.S., A.M. ond Ed.D., New York University
GRACE C. HANKINS ................................. Instructor in Sociol Science
S.S., Rutgers; M.S., University of Pennsylvonio
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON ....•...............•.. Assistont Professor of Social Science
Chairmon of Department of Sociol Science
B.S., Rutgers University; A.M., New York University

EVAN C. RICHARDSON ...•..................•..... Assistont Psrofessor of Science
B.S., Massachusetts State College, Ed.M., Boston University
FRED M. RICHMOND ...................... Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
B.S., Columbia University; A.M., New York University
DOROTHY D. RIGGS .................................... Instructor in Educotion
Diploma, Teochers College, Indianapolis, lndiano;
S.S., and A.M., Columbia University
LAURA E. ROGERS .................................. Assistant Professor of Music
Chairman of the Department of Music
Diploma, Stote Normal School, Newark, New Jersey;
B.S. and A.M., New York University

HERMAN I. LEPP ........................................... Instructor in Science
S.S., Stote Teochers College, Trenton, New Jersey; A.M., Columbia University

EDNA DE BOLT SALT ..................................... Instructor in Educotion
Choirmon of the Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum
S.S. ond A.. M., Ohio Stote University

RUTH E. LIPPMAN •..•••••••••.•••.•.••••••••••••. Assistont Instructor in Education
Assistant Registrar
A.B., Vossor College

A. LUELLA SEAGER ............................. Associoto Professor of Educotion
Diploma, Stote Normal School, Brockport, New York;
B.S. and A.M., Columbia University

CHARLOTTE R. LOCKWOOD ..............•..........•... Instructor in Fine Arts
A.B., Williom ond Mory College; S.S., Stote Teachers College,
Nework, New Jersoy; AM., Columbia University

MARION E. SHEA ........................................... Professor of English
Diploma, State Normal School, Glossboro, New Jersey;
S.S., AM. ond Ed.D., New York University

DARRELL J. MASE ...........••.......................... Professor of Education
Chairman of the Curriculum for the Education of Teochers
of Hondicopped Children
S.S., State Teochers College, Emporio, Kansas;
A.M., University of Michigan; Ph.D., Columbia Univorsity

GEORGE A. SMITH ................................... Instructor in Social Science
B.A. and A.M., State Teochers College, Montclair

GEORGE M. McMEEN .•••........•.....•....... Assistant Professor of Mothemeities
B.A., Western Washington College of Educotion;
M.Ed., University of Woshington

DOUGLAS W. TATTON .................................. Instructor in Fine Arts
S.S., State Toochers College, Newark; AM., Columbiei Univarsity

JAMES H. McMENAMIN, Jr................................ Instructor in Fine Arts
A.B., University of Oregon
A.M., Columbio University
FRANCES M. MITCHELL .........................•. Assistont Professor of Fine Arts
Chairman of Fine Arts Curriculum
Diploma, State Normal School, Trenton, New Jersey; New York
School of Fine ond Applied Art; B.S., and A.M., Columbio University
ALTON D. O'BRIEN ........••...................... Assistont Professor of English
Registrar and Director of College Extension Division
A.B., Columbio College; A.M., Columbia University
JANE G. PLENTY •...........•............... Associote Professor of Mothemotics
Choirmon of Department of Mathemotics
S.S. eind A.M., Columbia University
LOUISE S. RAFFERTY ...................................... Instructor in English
Diplomo, Willioms Memoriol Institute, New London, Connecticut;
A.B., Boston University; AM., Columbia University

HELEN C. SNYDER ........................ Assistont Professor of Heolth Educotion
A.B., Vossor College; A.M., Columbia University

LENORE H. VAUGHN-EAMES ••••..•.••..••••••••••••••••••• P,ofesso, of EngJ;sh
Diploma, Stote Normal School, Newark, New Jersey;
S.S., A.M. and Ed.D., New York University

HARRIET E. WHITEMAN ................•..•..... Associote Professor of Education
Director of Student Personnel
S.S., Simmons College; A.M., Columbia University;
Ed.D., New York University
EUGENE G. WILKINS ...........•.. Deon of Instruction ond Professor of Education
A.B., North Texos State Teachers College, Denton, Texos;
A.M. and Ph.D., Columbia University
VIRGINIA WUERTHELE-CASPE .................................. College Phy,;c;,n
A.B., Vassor College
M.D., Bellevue Medical College, New York University

WILLARD E. ZWEIDINGER .........•.............. Instructor in Physicol Education
Business Monoger
S.S., Springfield College; A.M., Columbio University

ALICE L. RICE ............................................. Instructor in English
Diploma, State Normol School, Cortland, New York: Pratt Institute;
S.S. ond A.M., New York University
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Curricula

GENERAL INFORMATION
Location

The College offers five professional curricula, all of which lead to the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Education:

The College is located between Broadway end Broad Street, Newark,
at the intersection of Fourth Avenue. Public Service buses 13, 18 and
28 pass the building. Other convenient buses ere 27, 30, 60, 82, 100, 112,
I 14, I I 6, 128. The Pennsylvania, Central, Lackawanna and Erie Railroads

The General Elementary Curriculum prepares students to teach in
any elementary school of the State in grades one through eight inclusive.

are easily accessible.

The Kindergarten•Primary Curriculum prepares students to teach in
the kindergarten and in grades one through four inclusive.

History of the College

The Industrial Arts Curriculum prepares for the teaching of industrial arts in the elementary schools and in the junior and senior high
schools of the State.

The New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark is one of the
oldest teacher-training institutions in the United States. It was founded
es a city normal school in I855, fifih of its kind. Its program grew with
the developing demands for the education of teachers, until in 1913 it
was taken over by the State and became a State Normal School. At
that time the school was moved to its present site, which is one of the
historical spots of Newark. The home of General Philip Kearny was
torn down to make room for the present building, and one wall of the
old house can still be seen in one of the sunken gardens.
Until September 1929 all curricula were two years in length. On that
date all curricula were extended to three years in conformity to new regulations. In 1932 the Industrial Arts Curriculum was expanded to four years.
In 1934 all curricula were extended to four years and the school was
authorized to grant the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education in the
several fields for which it prepares teachers. In I 937 the school was
officially designated as the New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark.
Prior to 1924 the curricula prepared for teaching in the elementary
grades and kindergartens in the public schools of the State. In that year
the Industrial Arts Curriculum was established, which prepares men to
teach in elementary, junior end senior high schools of the State. In 1932
there was added a Fine Arts Curriculum, which also prepares for teach-

ing in elementary, junior and senior high schools.

The Curriculum for

Teachers of Handicapped Children was established in 1946.
The Master of Science in Education was established as a graduate
degree in elementary education in the summer of 1948.

The Fine Arts Curriculum prepares for the teaching of fine arts in
the elementary schools and in the junior and senior high schools of the
State.

The Curriculum for Teachers of Handicapped Children prepares for
teaching in the elementary grades with additional specialization in the
education of the mentally retarded, speech defective, orthopedically
handicapped, partially seeing or hard of hearing.

State Certificates and Degrees
All professional curricula at the State Teachers College at Newark
lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education. The degree is
issued under the authority of the State Board of Education and is prerequisite to the granting of certificates to teach in the State.
The Master of Science degree in elementary education is awarded
upon the completion of the graduate curriculum in elementary education.
At least half of the master's work must be completed in residence.
Limited teachers college certificates, appropriate to each of the
curricula listed above, are granted by the State upon graduation from
the College. Each certificate entitles the holder to teach in any of the
grades and subjects covered by the curriculum in which he has been
prepared.
All limited certificates as at present issued are valid for three years.
After three years of successful teaching experience they may be made
permanent upon recommendation of the President of the College.

Accreditation

Expenses

The New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark is accredited by
the American Association of Teachers Colleges and is a member of the
American Council on Education.

Tuition for Residents-According to the laws of 1933, a tuition charge
of $ I 00.00 is made for all students who are residents of the State of New
Jersey. Half of this tuition fee is payable at the beginning of the first

14
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semester and half at the beginning of the second semester of each year.
Summer session tuition is charged in addition.

Tuition for Non-Residents-Non-residents of the State are required to
pay tuition at the rate of $10.00 per semester point. This is payable on
registration. Summer session tuition is charged in addition. In determining
residence, the residence of the parent or legal guardian of the student is
considered to be the residence of the student.

accordance with prevailing practice only unofficial transcripts are sent

directly to the student.

Withdrawals
All withdrawals from college must be handled through the Office
of the Registrar. Procedure and regulations covering withdrawals are
as follows:
I. A student withdrawing from college must obtain a withdrawal slip from the

List of Expenses for Residents

Director of Student Personnel.

Tuition of fifty dollars per semester ....................................... $100.00
Student Organization Dues of six dollars per semester....................... 12.00
Service charges including Athletics, Motriculotion, Record Photogroph, Pub[icotions, Assembly Programs, Course Supplies, ond Health Service-soven
dollars per semester ................................................. 14.00

Totol $126.00
Loborotory Fee for Fine Arts ond Industrial Arts mojors only of two dollars per
semester .................................................... , ......
In addition to the obove fees there ore certain expenses incurred only in the
senior year. These services and the charge for each ore indicated as follows:
Pacoment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This sorvice charge is poyable by those who ore condidotes for graduation
Commencement
Cendidotes for Bachelor's degree., ............... ,..................
Candidates for Master's degree....................................
National Teochers Examination...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.00
1.50
3.00
5.00
3.00

Tuition may be paid in full each semester or by a deferred payment
plan. Other charges and dues must be paid at the beginning of each
semester. Under the deferred payment plan the initial tuition payment is
twenty dollars. Arrangements for deferred payment are made through
the Finance Office and must be completed prior to the date of registration. Checks should ·be made payable to the New Jersey State Teachers
College, Newark.
All students who enroll after the last date set for registration will
be required to pay a service charge of $1.00.
Each student buys his own books, which may be secured from the
College Book Store at minimum cost. Combination locks required for
lockers are paid for at the Book Store and obtained in the Registrar's
Office upon presentation of receipt.
All students are required to purchase gymnasium costumes approved
by the College.

Transcripts
One transcript of record is furnished the student without charge.
A service charge of $1.00 is made for each additional transcript. In

2. Tuition is charged until the withdrawal slip is recorded by the Registrar.
3. The financial obligations of the student must have been met at the time

of withdrawal.

Refunds
In computing refunds, the date of withdrawal is the date on which the
Registrar of the College receives a written notice from the student, his
parents, or his guardian. Refunds shall be made in accordance with the
policies adopted by the State Board of Education.
Periods
First ond Second Somostors
I. During Registration Period and before the
First Moating of Class
2. From First Meeting of Class to the end of
First 15 Doy Period
3. To the ond of noxt l 5 Day Period
4. To the end of the noxt 30 Day Period

Percentoges of Fees to be Refunded
Tuition
Service Charges

100% less $2.00

100%

80%
60%

75%
SO%

40%

25%

Scholarships and Loans
State Scholarships-In 1937 the State Legislature passed an act
(Chapter I09, P.L. I937) creating scholarships in the six State Teachers
Colleges. These scholarships are awarded annually in accordance with the
provisions of the act and the rules and regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner of Education with the approval of the State Board of
Education.
The provisions of the act follow:
I. There shall be awardod annueilly in the Stote Teochors Colleges ei number
of scholarships not to exceed ten per cent of the number of beginning
students accopted for entronce.
2. The scholarship will exempt the student from the payment of tuition
throughout the four years' course.
Noto: Scholarship students ore not exempt from service charges
ond dues.

N, J, STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT NEWARK
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3. Students sholl be selected for scholarships in the order of excellence as
determinod by competitive exominations.
4. Only students who demonstrate need for financial assistance are eligible
to write the competitiva examinations.
5. The total number of scholarships shall be awarded by counties in the
ratio that the population of the county bears to the total population of

the State.

Any scholarship may be withdrawn if scholastic standing is unsatisfactory. In case of withdrawal the scholarship is transferred to another
eligible student.
An applicant for admission to the State Teachers College at Newark
who wishes to compete for a scholarship should obtain a scholarship
application blank from the Registrar. This application blank, with all data
inserted and signatures properly affixed, must be mailed not later than
two weeks prior to the date of the entrance examination.

Work Scholarships-By legislative act students demonstrating need
for financial assistance may be awarded work scholarships. The number
of such scholarships shall not exceed fifteen per cent of the college enrollment and the amount thus ~arned by any one student shall not exceed
the amount of tuition. Applications for such scholarships shall be made
to the President of th A College.

r
I

I

r

Procedure for Applicants
Applicants for entrance are directed to communicate by letter with
the Registrar, requesting an application blank. All blanks should be
properly filled in, and returned to the Registrar promptly. Ar'.angements
for personal interviews with faculty members of the College will be made
after the proper supporting records have been received.

Conditions for Entrance
Conditions for entrance to the freshman class of the State Teachers
College at Newark are in accordance with the current rules of the State
Board of Education.

Eligibility for Taking Entrance Examinations. Applicants shall be at
least fifteen years, nine months old. A certificate of birth may be required. The following credentials shall be forwarded to the Registrar
prior to the entrance examinations:

High School personality rating. A rating of the student's personality and probable fitness to succeed in college courses. This
rating shall be made by the officials of the applicants' secondary
school on a form furnished by the Registrar.

awarded to a member of the sophomore, junior or senior class who ex•
amplifies to a high degree those qualities of constructive leadership and
good scholarship so essential in a successful teacher.

provide loans to students for other than tuition purposes. Students are
not eligible for loans from this fund until they have been in residence
for at least one year. These loans bear no interest charge but a service
charge of $1.00 a year is made subsequent to graduation.

Entrance Examinations. Freshmen may enter the New Jersey State
Teachers College at Newark at the beginning of the fall or spring
semester. All applicants for admission to the freshman class shall take
examinations prepared under the direction of the Commissioner of Education. Said examinations shall be inspected by the Board's Committee on
Teachers Colleges which shall report to the Board its recommendations or
comments concerning the nature and standards of such examinations,
which nature and standards shall be subject to the approval of the Board.
Entrance examinations will be given in the latter part of April for entrance
in September and in the first part of January for mid-year entrance.
Information concerning the exact dates of these examinations will be sent
upon request.

Health report. A report from the family physician concerning the student's condition of health. This report shall be made
on a form furnished by the Registrar.

Ralph P. Sozio Memorial Scholarship-This is a $100.00 scholarship

Memorial Loan Fund-This endowment fund, in the names of Helen
Craft, Lillian Hetherton, Robert McKenna and Donald Walsh, is set up to

17
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Certificate of graduation. A certificate showing graduation from
the twelfth grade of an approved secondary school or a certificate
showing that the applicant is scheduled for graduation during the
current scholastic year. This certification shall name the secondary
school subjects which the applicant has completed and in which
he is enrolled, the number of weeks given to each subject, the number
of class periods per week, and the scholastic standing of the applicant. The units to be accepted for admission shall be prescribed
by the Commissioner of Education.

Physical Examination. All candidates must be examined by the College
physician to determine whether they are free from any disease or infirmity
which would render them unfit for teaching. An examination by the physician may be required of any student at any time in his course to determine
whether his physical condition warrants his continuance in the College.
Transfers With Advanced Standing. Students in good standing in
another New Jersey State Teachers College may transfer without examination to the State Teachers College in Newark. No student who
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has been dismissed from a New Jersey State Teachers College shall
admitted to the State Teachers College at Newark.

be

Applicants who have successfully completed two semesters in an approved college and who have an honorable dismissal may be accepted
with advanced credit provided that such transfer does not cause the
total enrollment in any curriculum to exceed the quota established by the
Commissioner of Education. Courses with content similar to those required
at the New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark are accepted at
full value provided the work is of high quality.
The requirements for graduation for a student accepted by transfer
are planned carefully in order to prevent duplication. The time necessary
for a transfer student to complete graduation requirements will depend
upon the number of courses completed before transfer. However, the

minimum time is never leSs than two full semesters, one of which shall
be the second semester of the senior year. Applicants for admission
by transfer who have completed less than two full semesters in another
college shall be required to take an entrance examination.
All advanced credit applicants meet the Dean of Instruction for a
personal interview. It is recommended that the following credentials be
submitted to the Registrar with the application: [I) A certified transcript
of advanced credits; [2) a brief description of personal history data.
Admission of Non-Resident Students. Students non-resident in New
Jersey who possess the qualifications required by these rules may be
admitted upon approval of the President of the College, provided the
quota for the desired curriculum has not been filled.
Admission of Veterans. The New Jersey State Teachers College at
Newark has been approved for the training of veterans under Public
Laws 16 and 346.
On the day of registration the veteran must present:
I. Veterans Administration form 7-1905, Authorization and Notice of Entrance
Training, in order to be eligible for benefits under Public Law 16
o,
2. Veterans Administration form 7-1953 Certificate of Eligibility, in order to
eligible for benefits under Public Law 346.

be

Information concerning the various phases of veterans' affairs may be
secured at the college.

High School Subjects Required for Admission
Applicants must present a minimum of fifteen secondary school units
or their equivalent. The high school subiec+s required for admission are
classified into three groups as follows:

COLLEGE VIEWS

Counseling
A Sociology Class

A .Srirmre l,ahnratnry
Student ParticipaLion in Class DirecLion

The Wood Shop

Teaching of the Handicapped

A Fine Arts Group

The Riding Club

A Social Science Class

Laboratory Kindergartners
Student Teaching

College Commencement

l
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I. Core prescribed subjects
The specific high school subjects which all applicants for admission
must complete are:
*English

...••.....•.•..••.••.•••.••..•.•...••••• 4 units

*Mathematics (Must include algebra, geometry,
or trigonometry) ............................... I unit
*Science (Must be a laboratory science) •••••.••••••• I unit
Problems of American Democracy and
American History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
unit

* Students
deficient in
credit courses before

these courses must make up the deficiency by enrolling in non-

full admission is granted.

2. Limited electives
The following subiects may be used as limited electives: economics,
geography, history, mathematics, sciences, social studies ond foreign longuages,
Na credit is given for fewer than two units in ony one foreign
languoge.
3. Free electives
Any subject completed in on approved high school moy be used as
a. free elective.
Specific admission requirements for vorious curricula ore as follows:
I. Kindergorten•Primary, General Elementory and Teachers of
Children
Core prescribed subjects ......................... 7
Limited electives ................................ 3
Free electives ................................... 5
Evidence of ability to ploy the piano ( for
Kindergorten-Primary only).
2. lndustriol Arts
Care prescribed subjects ......................... 7
lndustriol arts, including mechanical drowing ........ 2
Limited electives ................................ 3
Free electives ................................... 3
Evidence of mechanical aptitude ond ability
to use tools.
3. Fine Arts
Core prescribed subjects .........................
Arts courses ....................................
Limited electives ................................
Free electives ...................................
Evidence of spedol ability in drawing ond
color harmony.

7
2
3
3

Handicopped
units
units
units

units
units
units
units

units
units
units
units

Students who are graduated in the upper half of their high school class
and who do not meet the above requirements may, with the approval of
the Dean of Instruction, substitute other attainments,

Approved Secondary Schools
Candidates are admitted from public or private secondary schools
approved by the State Board of Education. In case of doubt as to the
accreditation of any secondary school, the candidate should ascertain
Southern Entrance
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from the Registrar the status of the secondary school of which he is graduated or expects to be a graduate.
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posted on the library bulletin board. Circulation of books and other material is closed to students of the day classes after 4:00 p.m. in order to
conserve the time of the staff for more effective service to the part-time

Scholarship and Attainment Standards
Care is exercised to insure high scholarship standards.

I'

Selective pro-

J

cedures are designed to admit only those who may with credit to themselves and the College undertake the program of studies. Encouragement
for superior work is provided through the announcement each year of
the honors group. The status of the College as a fully accredited member
of the American Association of Teachers Colleges requires that caution
be exercised in retaining any student who falls below the accepted aca-

I

and a subscription list of some 200 magazines and serial publications.

All students of the College also have full library privileges at the
Newark Public Library. Problems presented by special needs in the
graduate field or in departmental research are provided for through

demic standards.

arrangements made with an organization of special libraries in the metro~

The marking system of academic achievement is as follows:

politan area or through inter-library loan, both procedures set up by application to the librarian for this service.

A-Superior
B-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
F-Failure
Inc-Incomplete
· Wd-Withdrawn
"Incomplete" is given only when, for reasons acceptable to the instructor, the work of the course has not been finished. If such work is not
completed within the quarter immediately following, a failing grade is
automatically given.
A student receiving F in any academic subject in the curriculum

'

1
I

i

must repeat the subiect to obtain credit therefor.
Should a student obtain D or F in 30 per cent or more of the total
semester hours during any one semester, he is subject to dismissal from

College. A student thus liable to dismissal may be placed on probation
by the President, if in his iudgment the case warrants exception. In such
cases, however, the student's work must be improved to insure retention

in the College.
Any student missing a mid-semester or fi.nal examination must make
arrangements with the instructor for a late examination within one week

and extension student body. The library houses a specialized collection
of more than 35,000 books relating to education in the fields of specialization offered at the College, and to departmental curricular needs. It
also includes files of pamphlets and pictures, a collection of fine editions
of children's picturebooks, a children's library of more than 2,000 volumes

i

I

Instruction in methods of library research is provided by the librarian
to all freshman students, through the English classes. Cards of introduction to the reference department of the New York Public Library are
available to all special research students whose problems warrant the
use of that collection; these cards may be obtained through the college
library.

Cafeteria
The College maintains a cafeteria for the convenience of the students

and the faculty.

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
The New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark acknowledges its
responsibility in helping to supply the State with teachers possessing
effective teaching personalities. Hand in hand with responsibility for
the curriculum goes responsibility for the all-round development of its
students. This means that each student must be given an opportunity to
develop to the full extent of his capabilities. Through its student services,
the College provides opportunities for this total student development.

of returning to classes. A fee of $2.00 is charged for each late examination.

I

Selection

Library Facilities

I
~

they hove the qualities and capacities demanded by the increasingly high
standards of the teaching profession. Each applicant is interviewed prior
to acceptance. School officials and parents of applicants are asked to

Care is exercised in the selection of students to determine whether

During the College s~ssions the library is open to students at 8:30
a.m. exclusive of holidays and week-ends. Hours of closing vary with
the needs of students in the Part-Time and Extension Division and are

I
I

cooperate in arranging the appointments for these interviews which are

an essential part of the application,
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Orientation

student's family physician and by the college physician, is required at

The period of adiustment from high school to college can be a very
trying one for students. The College, in a variety of ways, helps the
student make the adiustments so that he may start this new experience
with a sense of security in his newly-found college world. The pre-entrance
interview prcvides the first step in orientation, for it brings the student
to the College during the spring preceding his admission, and gives him an
opportunity to meet several members of the faculty and to ask questions

entrance.

about the college program.

The counseling service also performs an

important orientation function, not only through the direct h'elp given the
new student by the counselor, but through contacts with the upperclassmen in the counseling group as well.
A series of informal talks to freshmen gives the newcomers some under-

standing of the college program, including the curriculum and the social
and club adivities, and of the special counseling services offered. Freshmen
are given an opportunity to meet the specialists of the staff personally and
to hear from them firsthand concerning their services, since they would
not ordinarily meet these persons in their daily classwork.

The health service includes a follow-up, by physician and health counI

selor, of any necessary corrective measures. Periodic health examinations,
including hearing and vision tests, are provided. Contacts with clinics

and hospitals are arranged through the health service when necessary.

In

accordance with the New Jersey State Law, each student is given an
annual X-ray examination.

The student at all times is encouraged to assume the responsibility
for the promotion of his own health.

Records
A cumulative personnel record is kept for each student, which provides
a growing account of his development throughout the four years of college. In order to help the student understand his own assets and liabilities,
a battery of placement tests is administered each fall to all new students.
The results of these tests are interpreted to each student, and bcome part
of his cumulative record.

In addition, social affairs durinq the first few weeks he!p new students
to take their place in the life of the College.

Placement

Counseling

records which reveal special aptitudes and abilities and outstanding con-

Each student, upon entrance, is assigned to a faculty counselor who

serves as that student's adviser for the four years of college. Every effort
is made by the counselor, through interviews and informal social contacts,

to become so well acquainted with his counselees that they will feel free
to come to him for help when needed. New counselees are assigned to
the counselor each year. Thus each counselor has within his "counseling

Placement of graduates is facilitated by a comprehensive set of
tributions to the student life of the College, as well as academic proficiency. Every effort is made to place the graduate in the position for which
he or she is best fitted.

Follow-Up
During the initial teaching experience the College arranges with the

group" students on all four class levels with a total of about twenty students. This comparatively small number of counselees makes it possible for
adviser and student really to know each other. Basic to the counseling
service is the philosophy that students should become self-directive in
the solving of their problems, not that their problems should be solved
for them. It is the role of the counselor to help the student to identify
his problems and to approach their solution constructively.

cooperation of employing authorities to continue the advisory function.
No attempt is made to supervise instruction in the field except as the

Available to students and counselors is a variety of special counseling
serviCes. A consultant psychiatrist and a physician are part-time members
of the staff. Full-time members include a mental hygienist, a health coun-

In order that it may help students achieve the many-sided development so essential in teachers, the College offers a variety of experiences
designed to assist students in developing their interests and abilities, in

selor and speech specialists. Students may go to these specialists voluntarily or be referred through their faculty counselors.

having social experiences and in developing the lasting friendships which
are so important a part of college life.

Health Service

The Student Organization

The physical well-being of a person who enters the profession of
teaching is so important that a thorough health examination, both by the

ber of the Student Organization. Legislative and executive powers of the

special knowledge of the faculty members concerning the graduate,
gained during the student-teaching experience, enables them to give
pointed assi,stance.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

Every student upon entrance automatically becomes an active mem-
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Honorary Educational Societies

Student Organization are vested in the Student Council whose membership is made up of class representatives.

Epsilon Pi Tau. The Omicron Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau, a national
honorary fraternity, open to ranking members of undergraduate body pursuing an Industrial Arts major, was established in December 1936. This
honorary industrial arts fraternity is open ~!so to high ranking graduates
from this field. The purpose of the fraternity is to encourage high professional standards, scholarship, and professional ability in Industrial Arts
and to promote research.

Clubs
Through a diversified program of clubs, many avenues for widening
horizons are provided. The musical organizations make a double contribution, to those who participate and to those who listen. Similarly the college
publications, the Norms Theater Guild, the Dance Study Club, and Nu
Lambda Kappa (a creative writing dub which publishes occasional anthologies of student poetry and prose) contribute something to all the
students of the College. The Arts and Crafts Club, the Science Club, the
Forum Club, the Camera Club, the Model Makers, the Future Teachers of
America, all offer opportunities for student development. The clubs are
adual expressions of the students' own interests. When a desire for a club
in some new area is apparent, the club is formed and funds from the Student Organization are made available for its support.

Kappa Delta Pi. Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi is an honor
society in education open to ranking members of the junior and senior
classes of all curricula. Alumni of the College may also become eligible to
membership subsequent to graduation upon meeting the requirements
of the society. The purpose of the society is to promote scholarly attainment and professional leadership in education.

Education For Conservation

Sports

All students are eligible for the ten-day institute at Sussex, New Jersey,
offered jointly by the State Department of Public Instruction and Department of Conservation. This intensive course is available at low cost to a
small group of selected students. The institute is held immediately following
the close of the spring semester. Two points of credit in education are
granted upon successful completion of the work.

The Athletic Association has general charge of the inter-collegiate
ond intro-mural sports of the College. Inter-collegiate schedules are
provided in basketball, tennis, and fencing; and intra-mural programs
include basketball, tennis, archery, swimming, deck tennis, table tennis,
soft ball, volleyball, shuffleboard, bowling, horseback riding and rifle shooting. Throughout the sports program the emphasis is on widespread
participation for the good of all students, iather than on building a
varsity team. It is wholesome for every teacher to have a sports hobby,
and many of the sports which students enjoy at the College can be carried
over into later recreational interests.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The purpose of the Alumni Association is to identify its members with
the social and professional interests of the College. The Executive Board
holds its regular meetings at the College.

Social Program
The social program offers opportunity for development in still another
direction. By participating in class and club and all-college parties the
students grow in social competence. The counseling groups, too, offer
opportunities for learning what to do in social situations and how to
plan and carry through certain types of social activities. This is particularly important in the education of prospective teachers who will,
almost without exception, be called on later to help with such affairs in
their own teaching situations.

Social Sororities and Fraternities
Social sororities and fraternities must have the approval of the co!lege
administration. Their organization, constitutions and by-laws are subject
to review. Such social organizations are not administered through the
Student Organization.
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The laboratory kindergarten provides opportunities for students to
have direct contact with children in connection with college courses during
the iunior and senior years. The following types of experiences are given:
directed observatlon and child study; acquaintance with materials of
instruction; porticipation in the activities of the daily program, including
story telling, music, games, excursions, planning for seasonal activities, and
mothers' meetings.

PART-TIME AND EXTENSION DIVISION
The Part-Time and Extension Division offers a program to meet the
needs not only of teachers-in-service who wish credit toward a degree,
but to all who desire courses for their personal and professional growth.
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Courses are offered in the late afternoons, evenings and Saturday mornings in the college building at Newark and off-campus in many communities in New Jersey. Such courses may be applied by graduates of two
or three-year curricula toward the Bachelor of Science degree. The degree
is offered in all majors regularly conducted in the College in residence.
Fields of instruction include Education, English, Fine Arts, Health Education, Industrial Arts, Library Service, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Science, and Social Science.
In addition, courses are offered in the following special fields:

cipals and supervisors in elementary education or in special fields, and
to others interested in cultural and personal growth. Graduates of any
accredited state teacher-training institution desiring further certificate
credits or candidacy for the Bachelor of Science degree are eligible to
enroll. Those who have received their basic preparation in accredited
teacher-training institutions in states other than New Jersey may also
matriculate for credit toward advanced certificates or degrees.
For further information concerning the summer session, communicate
with the Director of the Part-Time and Extension Division, New Jersey
State Teachers College at Newark.

I. Courses of interest to students working for New Jersey certification for the teaching of handicapped children.
2. Refresher courses of interest to former teachers who desire
to return to teaching.
3. Courses of interest to persons holding secondary certification
who wish to teach in grades 5-8.
4. Courses of interest to persons who wish to qualify for the
school nurse's certificate.
5. Courses for the emergency industrial arts certificate.
6. Courses for the extension of the emergency industrial arts
certificate.
7. Courses of general cultural interest.
Students who wish to secure the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education through the Part-Time and Extension Division may matriculate
by filling in the necessary matriculation form, which can be secured at
the extension office, and by payment of the matriculation service charge
of $ 1.00. When courses have been completed in other institutions prior
to matriculation, otfidal transcripts of such courses must be submitted at
the time of matriculation.
A fee of $8.00 per semester hour of credit is charged all students
in the Part-Time and Extension Division in addition to a registration service
charge of $1.00 per semester.
Special bulletins are issued each semester dealing with the work of
this division. Those desiring information concerning courses should communicate with the Director of the Part-Time and Extension Division.

SUMMER SESSION
The summer session extends over a period of nine weeks. Some classes
continue throughout the entire nine weeks' period; others continue for six
weeks only. Students in the summer session may apply credits so earned
toward the appropriate certificates or degrees. These summer courses are
open to undergraduate, elementary and secondary school teachers, kindergarten-primary teachers, fine arts teachers, industrial arts teachers, prin-

CURRICULA OF THE COLLEGE
The curricula are organized so that the student's work is a gradual
blend of general education and specialized or professional ~ducation.
These two elements permeate the four years of college, with general
education receiving the major emphasis during the earlier years and professional education during the latter years.
To provide a core of general education, the curricula of the various
special fields require in their major work comparable areas of general
education. There is also a common core of basic professional courses,
those areas in which all teachers should be well grounded. In addition to
these two elements of the curricula, specialized professional courses and,
professionalized subiect matter courses are added to suit the needs of
each curriculum.
Electives are placed in sequences and termed curriculum variables,
for a student choses his electives in the choice of his curriculum. The
curriculum variables are listed in the following outline of curricula. At
the end of the listing a group of curriculum variables is given from which
substitutions may be made for meeting special needs of various groups or
individuals.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY, KINDERGARTENPRIMARY AND TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED
FRESHMAN
First Semester
General Education
Eng. 101 Fundamentals af English ( 1) ... .
Eng. 103 Fundamentals of Speech ........... ..
Math. 101 General Mathematics ( l l .......................... .
Sac. Sci. 101
Foundations: Culture ............................................................. .
Sci, 101 Biology, Sci. 103 Chemistry ar Sci. 105 Physics (2) ... ..
Sci. 107 Personal Health and Hygiene ....... .
Ph. Ed. 101 Organized Recreation ........ .

Periods
2
1
2
3
3

2
2

Sam. Hrs.
2

1
2
3
2
2

1

Curriculum Variables
F. A. 101
Social Interpretation of Art
Mus. 101
Fundamentals of Music ............. .

2
2

2

2

17
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PRACTICUM

Second Semester
General Education
Eng. 102

Fundamentals af English ........................................................... .

Eng. 104 Fundamentals af Speech , ................................................................ .
Math. 102 General Mathematics .......................................................... .
Soc. Sci. 102 Foundations: Geography ......................................................... .
Sci. 102 Biology, Sci. 104 Chemistry ar Sci. 106 Physics ........•...........
Sci

108

Personal Health and

Ph. Ed. l 02

Hygiene

....................................................

Organized Recreation ........................................ ..

Curriculum Variables
F. A. 102 Social Interpretation of Art ..................................................... .
Mus. 102 Fundamentals of Music .............................................................. ..

2
1
2
3

2
1
2

3
2

2

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

17

(I) Students whose entrance examinations show non-readiness to enroll for beginning
college courses in English, mathematics, sciences, and social sciences may be
admitted providing that during the summer session previous to matriculation they
remove their deficiencies by completing one or more non-credit courses selected
from the following: American history, English composition, general science, and
introductory mathematics.
(2) .Applicants for the kindergarten-primary certificate, the general elementary certificate, or the certificate for teachers of the handicapped are required to carry successfully one laboratory science each semester of the freshman and sophomore years
unless exempt on the basis of previous courses completed in high school. Applicants for the general elementary certificate who have not completed a year's
course in a high school laboratory science are required to complete introductory
biology and introductory chemistry during the first two college years and then
elect introductory physics for four semester points during the iunior or senior year
or during a summer session.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY, KINDERGARTEN

PRIMARY, AND TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED
SOPHOMORE
First Semester
General Education
Periods Sem. Hrs.
3
Soc. Sci. 201 Geographical Influences an Civilization ................................
3
2
Mus. 201 Social Interpretation of Music ..............................................
2
3
Eng. 201 Survey af Literature ................................................................
3
2
Ed. 201 Introduction to Americon Education ..........................................
2
1
Ph. Ed. 201 Rhythmical Recreation ............................................................
2
Curriculum Variables
Math. 211 General Mathematics ................................................................... .
Sci. 101 Biology, Sci. 103 Chemistry. ar Sci. 105 Physics ....................... .
Ed. 251 Principles of Teaching Handicapped ........................................... .

2
3
2

2
2

2

Throughout the third year, the college courses are integrated with
field study and participation in the public schools. Classroom instruction is
planned to make the field study more meaningful and the field study, in
turn, vitalizes intramural learning.
The Practicum provides for the gradual induction of students into
teaching as a profession. Selected public school systems, offering a
variety of practical working conditions, have agreed to provide elementary
schools as centers for observation and participation by the students. The
situations range from kindergarten through sixth grade, with an occasional
seventh and eighth grade.
Junior or senior high school situations are provided for Fine Arts and
Industrial Arts students.
Each student visits various classes in one of these centers and spends
his entire time in a classroom at the center during one quarter. ln this
way an opportunity is given for each junior student to build up by gradual
stages a working participation in the regular daily program of a public
school classroom.
The first-hand experience of the Practicum provides for
I. Real,stic knowledge of the teacher's work in the public schools.
2. Direct knowledge of children as they actually live, play and
work.
3. Awareness of the normal gradations of capacity of children
through the elementary school age levels.
4. Acquaintance with the parental and community relationships
of the school.
5. A background of organization and administration of public
elementary schools.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY
JUNIOR
First Semester
Professionalized Subject Matter
Periods Sem, Hrs,

17

Second Semester
General Education
Ed. 204 Psychalagy af Human Behavior ................................................ .
Mus. 202 Social lnteraretotian af Music ............................................... .
~~~ · 2~~2
c~tre~i:i~~t~~ ...:·:.·:.:::::·.: ::·::. ::·. :·.:: :·::.: ::·.·. ;:·:. :·.:::'. :::::·. :~:·.:·.:·.·.:: ::·. ::: ::
Ph. Ed. 202 Rhythmical Recreation

s~~~~f'.t

Curriculum Variablas
Soc. Sci. 202 American Civilization ........................................................... .
Sci. 102 Bialagy, Sci. 104 Chemistry, Sci. 106 Physics ............................. .
Math. 212 General Mathematics .................... .

3
2

3
2
2

3
2

2

3
2
3
2

1
3
2
2

18

F. A. 311 Arts and Crofts in the Elementary School ........................ .
Sci. 311 Science 1n the Elementary School ..... .
Mus. 311 Music in the Elementary Schaal ........... .
Ph. Ed. 311 Physical Education in the Elementary School ..... .
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 303 Child Growth and Development ..... ..
Ed. 305 Junior Practicum 4 weeks ........................................... .
Specialized Professional Courses
Soc. Sci. 301 Geography and History af New Jersey ............................... .
Curriculum Vl!riable
Eng. 31 I Contemporary Literature ............................................................. .

2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2

3

3
2

2

2

3

3
18

38
Second Semester

Professionalized Subject Matter
Math. 312

Mathematics in the Elementary Schaal ................................... .

Eng. 312

Language Arts in the Elementary School ,•..........•.................•.

F. A. 312

Arts and Crafts in the Elementary School ............................... .

2
2
2

2

~!~f!J~~i;t:r~i1~1~~i~:::_::::_:::::.::::::_:_:::::.::::.:::::::::::.::::::_::_::::_::::::::::.:::

2

3
2

3
2
2

2
3

2

Specialized Professional Courses
Sci. 312
Soc. Sci.

3~zne~~rftGi~gr~;h;ef~~h1!aa;e~~-·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Specialized Profeuional Courses
Soc. Sci. 301 Geography and History of New Jersey ............................... .
Eng. 321 Language Arts for Kindergarten-Primary Grades ..................... .

2
3

2

Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 304
Ed. 302
Ed. 306
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18

GENERAL ELEMENTARY

18
Second Semester
Professionalized Subject Matter
Math. 312 Mathemotics in the Elementary School .............................. ..
Eng. 312 Language Arts in the Elementary School ............................... .
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 304 Educational Psychology ............................................................. .
Ed. 302 Teaching Procedures ....................................................................... .
Ed. 306 Junior Practicum 4 weeks ............................................................. .
Specialized Professional Courses
Sac. Sci. 312 World Geography for Teachers ....................................... .
Ed. 322 Principles of Education of Young Children .......................... ..

2
2

2
2

3
2

3
2
2

3

3

4

SENIOR

KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY
SENIOR

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Professionalized Subject Matter
Eng. 411 Reading m the Elementary School ............................................. .
Soc. Sci. 4 l l Socio I Studies in the Elementary School ............................ ..
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 401 Mentol Hygiene ........................................................................... .
Ed. 405 School and Communi!?; Health ..................................................... .
Sac. Sci. 413 International Reatians ......................................................... .
Specialized Professional Courses
Moth. 411 General Mathematics far Teachers ........................................... .
Curriculum Variable
F. A 411 Arts and Crofts I
Student Teaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks ..................................................... .

First Semester

2
2

2
2

2
2

3

2
2
3

2

2

2

2
4

19

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Professionalized Subject Matter
Eng. 411 Reading in the Elementary School ......................................... .
Soc. Sci. 411 Social Studies in the Elementary School ............................... .
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 401 Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene ............................... .
Ed. 405 School and Community Health ......................................................... .
Specialized Professional Course
Ed. 421 The Kindergarten Primary Curriculum ....................................... .
Curriculum Variable
F. A. 411 Arts and Crofts I ........................... .
Student Teaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks ................................................... .

2

2

2

2

2
2

2
2

4

4

2

2
4

Second Semester

4

10

~~~:rn~e~f~iJiop101ftiCS··::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::: .................•
Specialized Professional Course

~h~ti·d~ ~~ 2 sw;~srt~~i~~:1
F. A. 412

Ed. 404

18

Professionalized Subject Matter
Children's Literature ................................................................. .
Basic Profassional Course

~~C. ~j. .fi~

t:d~:!h~p···::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Curriculum Variable
Arts and Crafts Ii ..................................................................... .
Student Teaching
Student Teaching 4 weeks ....................................................... .

2

2

Second Semester
Professionalized Subject Matter
Children's Literature ..................................................................... .
Basic Professional Course
Ed. 402 Philosophy of Education ............................................................... .
Specialized Professional Courses
Ed. 422 The Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum ......................................... .
Ph. Ed. 412 Recreational Leadership ......................................................... .
Curriculum Variables
F. A. 412 Arts and Crofts 11 ..................................................................... .
Soc. Sci. 413 International Relations or Government and Politics ........... .
Student Teaching
Ed. 404 Student Teaching 4 weeks .................................................... ..

Eng. 412
3
3

3

3
2

3
2

2

2

3

4

19

2

2

3

3

2
2

2

2
3

2
3

2

4

18

KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY
JUNIOR
First Semester

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
FRESHMAN
First Semester

Professionalized Subject Matter
Periods Sem. Hrs.
2
Sci. 311 Science in the Elementary School ..... . .......................................
2
F. A. 311 Arts and Crafts 1n the Elementary School ............................
2
2
Mus. 311 Music in the Elementary Schaal ................................................
2
2
Ph. Ed. 3 l'1 Physical Education in the Elementary School ..........................
2
2
Basic Professional Courses
3
3
~g~ Child Growth and Development .................................................... ..
2
Junior Practicum 4 weeks ............................................................. .

:~:

4

18

First Semester

Eng. 412

2
3

General Education
Sem. Hrs,
2
1
2

3
2
2
1

40
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Second Semeder

Curriculum Variables
I. A. 131 Woodwork I ................................................................................. .
F. A. JOI Social Interpretation af Art .................................................•..

4%

2

3

2

I. A. 336

Second Semester

Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 304 Educational Psychology ....•.............................................................
Ed. 302: Procedures of Teaching ................................................................. .
Ed. 306 Junior Practicum 4 weeks ............................................................. .
Specialized Professional CoursH
Ed. 332 Curriculum and Teaching of Industrial Arts ............................... .

General Education
Eng. l 02 Fundamentals of English .............................................................,

2
l
2
3
3
2
2

2
l
2
3
2
2
l

4%

3
2

2

3

I:I. ~:A. 338
\11 M~ctodn~~~i
~~~i.~?... ~~ .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Household Mechanics .........................
...................... .

18

Eng. I 04 Fundamentals of Speech ,., .............................................................. .
Math. 102 General Mathematics ............................................................... .
Soc. Sci, 102 Foundations: Geography ....................................................... .
Sci. 102 Biology, Sci. 104 Chemistry ar Sci. l 06 Physics ................. .
Sci. 108 Personal Health and Hygiene ......................................................... .
Ph. Ed. l 02 Organized Recreation ............................................................. .
Curriculum Variables
I. A. 132 Woodwork If ............................................................................... .
F. A. 102 Social Interpretation of Art ..................................................... .

Professionalized Subject Matter
Graphic Arts 11 ....................................................................... .

2
3

2
3

3

2

2
2

2

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
SENIOR

18

First Semester
Professionalized Subject Matter

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Periods Sem. Hrs.

SOPHOMORE

I. A. 431
I. A. 437

Metal Work Ill ........................................................................... .
Electricity I ................................................................................. .
Basic Profassionel Courses
Ed 401 Classroom Application of Mental Hygiene ............................... .
Ed. 405
001
1n~~~na~?:~u~!l'at~aei:t~ ..·.:::::·.:::·.:·.:::·.:·.:·.::·.:·.:::·.:·.:·.:·.:·.::::::::·.::::·:.:
Soc. Sci.
Curriculum Variable
I. A. 435 Graphic Arts 111
Student Teaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks ....................................................... .

General Education
First Semester

t~

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Soc. Sci. 201 Geographic Influences an Civilization ............................. .
3
3
2
~~·
~~~~ lnirPLft:~r~reof .. ~~~'.~... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 23
3
Ed. 201 Introduction ta American Education ..•...•.....•...............................
2
2
Ph. Ed. 201 Rhythmical Recreation ............................................................. .
2
l
Curriculum Variables
I. A. 233 Mechanical Drawing I ......................................................... .
3
2
I. A. 231 Metal Wark I ........................................................................... .
3
4%
Math. 233 Mathematics of Industrial Arts ............................................... .
2
2

½i\

3
2
3
2
2
3

i½

2
2
3

2
2
3

4½

3
4

ProfessioneUzed Subject Matter
I. A. 432 Metal Wark 1V ......................................................................... .
I. A. 438 Electricity 11 ................................................................................ ..
Basic Professional Course
Ed. 402 Philosophy of Education ............................................................... .
Specialized Professional Courses
Ed. 432 Psychafagy of Adolescence ......................................................... .
Ph. Ed. 412 Recreational Leadership ......................................................... .
Curriculum Variables
I. A. 436 Elementary School Industrial Arts er Sac. Sci. 414 Gav. and Pal.
Student Teaching
Ed. 404 Student Teaching 4 weeks ....................................................... .

3
2
3
2
l
2
3
2

4%

3

3
2

3

3

3
2

3
2

3

2
4

18

19

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

FINE ARTS
FRESHMAN

JUNIOR
First Semester

First Semester

General Education

Professionalized Subject Metter

Periods Sam. Hrs.
2
2
l
l
2
2
Soc. Sci. 101 Foundations: Culture ............................................................. .
3
3
Sci. 101 Blofagy, Sci. 103 Chemistry or Sci. 105 Physics ...................•
3
2
Sci. l 07 Personal Health and Hygiene ..................................................... .
2
2
Ph. Ed. 101 Organized Recreation ..................................,_ _ _ _ __
2
l
Curriculum Variables
F. A. 141 Pointing ...................................................................................... ..
3
F. A. 143 Drawing--Compasitlan--DesJgn ................................................. .
2

Periods Sem. Hrs.
A.
A.
A.
A.

3

2

Second Semester

Second Semester
General Education
Ed. 204 Psychology of Human Behavior ................................................... .
Mus. 202 Social Interpretation of Music ..................................................... .
Eng. 202 Survey of Literature ..................................................................... .
Ed. 407 Principles and Practices of Elementary Education ..................... .
Ph. Ed. 202 Rhythmical Recreation ........................................................... .
Curriculum Variables
I. A. 234 Mechanical Drawing If .......................................•......................
I. A. 232 Metal Wark 11 ........................................................................... .
Moth. 234 Mathematics of Industrial Arts ............................................... .

4%

3

19

18

I.
I.
I.
I.

2

19

335 Graphic Arts I ..........................................................................
333 Mechanical Drawing 11 f ........................................................... .
331 Woodwork Ill ............................................................................
337 Ceramics ............................................................... ~······· .. ············
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 303 Child Growth and Development .....................................................•
Ed. 305 Junior Practicum 4 weeks ............................................................. .
Specialized Professional Course
Ed. 331 Principles of Industrial Arts Education ............... _ _ _ _ ...... .

4%
3

3

4¼

4¾

3
3

3

3

1

ilih~ gior~~i~~~{~:it~: !;~~~~. : :·:·:·: ·: :-:·: ·: ·: ·: ·: :·:·: : :·: :·: :·: : •:·:·:·:·: : ·: ·: : ·: ·:·:·: ·: ·: ·:

2

2
2

i'h

2

18

18

I
I
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Eng, 102 Fund

Eng. 104 Fun amentals of English

General Education

Second Semester

Math l 02 damenta/s of Speech
·······• .. ,.... , .. ,.. ,. ·····•· .. ,, ..
Soc. Sci. 102 GFneral ¥athemat;a''••·······• ............................. ::..::· ........ ,
Sci, 102 Biala ound!J'trans: GeographY' .................................... .
Sci. l 08 p
gy, Sci, I 04 Chemi t
...... :························· ................... .
Ph. Ed. l02ersonal J-iealth and Jr}'. or Sci. 106 Physics ·················•.,,.,,

2

Painting

Curriculum Variables

I

2

3

2
2

2
2

Drawing-C~;;p~·jf/~~.:.::_:Qe~i!;j;;•·:::::::::. ······················..................

F.
F,
F.
F.

I

3
3

········

Professionalized Subiect Matter
Ceramics ....................................................................................... .
Textile Arts ................................................................................. .
Housing and House Furnishing ................................................... .
Industrial Design and Crafts ................................................... .
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 304 Educational Psychology ............. ,................................................... .
Ed. 302 Procedures of Teaching ................................................................. .
Ed. 306 Junior Practicum 4 weeks ............................................................. .
Speciali:zed Professional Course
F. A. 350 Public School Fine Arts Curriculum ....................................... .

2

2

Orgonrzed Recreatia/~'.~."-~ .. ·:::.:·.::··· .... ···.: ..... ·:::·::::::::::::·······

F, A. i42
F. A. 144

43

I

i½

3

2

FINE ARTS

A. 342
A. 344
A. 346
A. 348

4½
4½
3
3

3
3
2
2

3
2

3
2
2

2

2

18

First Semester

19

SOPHOMORE

FINE ARTS

Genera/ Education

First Semester

SENIOR
Soc. Sci. 20 I G
Mus. 201 s • eographJc Influences
..
Eng 20] S ocraJ Interpretation of Mn .C1v11izatian
·201 lnt~~it,~~ \ite~tur~ ..........~~~.: ................... :::::::::::::::::::·•· .. ··• .. .
· Ed. 201 Rhythmicgl {:'1encory Educatia'n ......................... .
ecreat1on ............. :::·:::: ....... .

Periods Sam. Hrs.
Periods Sam. Hrs.

~i

F. A. 241

3

r t ~~§

3

2

2

3

3

2
2

Corving-Modefi
Curriculum Variables ... .......
:::
Art and Civiliza~p-Sculpturing_
Costume and Fas~~~n •·j ij~~i;.;jtfCJ.fi. ·::::::::: .::::::::::::::::.'.'.'.'::::::::::::::::

2
I

J½

3

2
2

3

Second Semaster

IS

id.us.204202 Psychology
of H
General Education
Social
t
uman Behavior
Carving-Madelin

3

3

3

3

2

Profession•lixed Subject Matter
Theatre Design and Puppetry ..................................................... .
Graphic Arts .............................................................................. ..
Basic Professional Course
Ed. 402 Philosophy of Education ................................................................. .
Speciali:zed Profeuional Course
F. A. 446 Philosophy of Art Education ............. ..
Curriculum Vari•ble
Sac. Sci. 414 Government and Politics ...................................................... ..
Student lHchin9
Ed. 404 Student Teaching ~ weeks ......................................................... .
F. A. 442
F. A. 444

2

2
2

Art and Civilizatf-Sculpturing .............. .
Costume ond Fosh~~n .. i·1i~~t~~·tiO~ ··:::: :: :: ::: ·: ............'::::::::: :.:::: .'.'::: ::

2
I

j½

3

2
2

3

FINE ARTS

18

JUNIOR

First Semester

F. A. 341
F. A. 343
F. A. 345
F. A. 347

Ed. 303
Ed. 305

F. A. 349

Professionali:zed

.
Ce ram,cs

d

Basic

T
Speciali:zed Professional
echniques of Teaching Att

Periods

..............................

. ............................... ..
.... .

Prof~~~~~·~~( Courses .. ::::::·
Junior Procticu~ ~ °:;:~P:~~~·············:. •• .................................., ..
Child Growth

3

3

2
2

2

3

2

2

4

~~

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

•

19

Sub"fee 1 Mattar

';,it...................... ... .. ......... :::..

~~~:i/;g
Industrial ~s7ooise Fdurnrshlng ....
on Crofts

3
3

Second Semester

·~~;;~~ies . . . . . .' .' .' .' : :

Curriculum

4~
41

19

I e[l?;etation of Mus";'~ .................................. .
EEng. 202 Survey a1
pd. 407 Principles and I perat:'re
... .
............... .
h. Ed. 202 Rhythmical rRact1ces. of Elementa~ Ed................ ..
ecreat1an
·r
ucotron

F. A. 242
F. A. 244
F. A. 246

Professionalb:ed Subject Matter
F. A. 441 Theatre Design and Puppetry ..................................................... .
F. A. 443 Graphic Arts ............................................................................... .
Basic Professional Courses
Soc. Sci. 413 International Relations .......................................................... ..
Ed. 401 Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene ............................... .
Ed. 405 School and Community Health ..................................................... .
Curriculum Variable
I. A. 441 Basic Industrial Arts ................................................................... .
Student Teaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks .......................................................... .

Co
............................ .

...........................

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
JUNIOR

Sam. H,s.

4½

First Semester

3
3

4½
3
3

2
2

3

3

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Profeuionali:zed Subiect Matter
Sci. 311 Science in the Elementary School ............................................. .
2
2
2
2
F. A. 311 Arts and Crafts in the Elementary School .......................... ..
2
Mus. 3 I I Music in the Elementary School .............................................. ..
2
2
Ph. Ed. 311 Physical Education in the Elementary School ....................... .
Basic Prof1usional Courses
3
Ed. 303 Child Growth and Development ................................................... .
3
2
Ed. 305 Junior Practicum 4 weeks ................... ..
Specialized Professional Courses
Eoch student prepining to tel!lch hondicl!lpped children will speciolize far teoching
o porticulor type of hondicopped children by completing the course in one of

,

2

urse

....................

3

3
18

r
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TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
SENIOR

the following groups, continuing in the same group through the iuniar and
senior years.
GROUP

Courses far teachers of children

who

are

mentally

First Semester
Professienalized Subject Matter

retorded
F. A. 351

Arts and Crafts far Slaw Learners I ........................................... .

GROUP II
Sci. 351

4½

3

2

2

t

Courses far teachers of children who are hard of
hearing

Sci. 351

Eng. 411

Courses far teachers of children who have speech
disorders

Anatomy and Physiology of the Ear and Speech Mechanism

GROUP Ill

45
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Anatomy and Physiology of the Ear and Speech Mechanism ....

2

2

1

Reading in the Elementary School ............................................

Periods Sem. Hrs.
2
2

Basic Professional Courses
Soc. Sci. International Relations ................................................................. .
Ed. 401 Clossroom Applications of Mental Hygiene ............................. .
Ed. 405 School ond Community Health .................................................... ..

3
2

3
2

2

2

3

3

3

3

hearing
Ed. 457 Audiometric Testing and Hearing Aids ....................................... .
Ed. 459 Speech Reading .......................................................................... ..

2
2

2

GROUP IV Courses for teachers of children who are partially seeing
Ed. 461 Methods of Teaching the Partially Seeing..................................... .

4

4

Specialized Professional Courses
GROUP

I Courses for teachers of children who are mentally

Ed. 451

retarded
Moterials and Methods for Slow Learners

I

GROUP IV
Sci. 353

Courses for teachers of children who are partially seeing

Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene of the Eye ........................... .

3

3

GROUP V Courses for teachers of children who have orthopedic
disabilities
Sci, 355 Anatomy, Physiology and Kinesiolagy ....................................... .
Curriculum Variable
Eng. 313 Contemporary literature ............................................. .

3

3

3

3

I

1

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
JUNIOR
Second Semester
Professionalized Subiect Matter
2

2

2

II Courses for teachers of children who have speech

Ed. 453
Ed. 455

disorders
Speech Pathology ......................................................................... .
Speech Clink ............................................................................... .

GROUP

Ill Courses for teachers of children who are ha-rd of

§~

Ed. 306

~~i;:J~~~~I o~st:i~~i~~ •··········· .. ···········•····•·•·········•·········· ......... '.:::
Junior Practicum 4 weeks .......................... ,.................................. .

3

2

Courses for teachers of children who have orthopedic
disabilities
Ed. 463 Rehabilitation Through Physical Education, Physical Therapy
and Occupotionol Therapy ........................................................... .

3

3

3

Recreational

Curriculum Variable
Leodership ....................................................... .

2

2

Student Teaching

Student Teaching
4 weeks .......................................................... ..

Ph. Ed. 412

2

2

Ed 403

Specialized Professional Courses
GROUP
EEdd., 3 5 0
352

Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded
Clinical Measurements ............................................................. .
Curriculum Building for Different Maturation Levens ............. :···
Courses for
disorders

teachers

of

children

who

have

2
3

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
SENIOR

2
3

Second Semester

speech

~~: §~(j ~h~~~~:~fY .. ~~-.~~~.c~...:·::.·.::·:::::.:·.:·:.:·..::;·.:·.::·:.:·:.:·:.::·.:·:.'.:·.:·.:·.:·.:·.:·.:·.::·.::·.:.·.:
Courses for teachers of children who are hard of
hearing
Psychalagy af Speech ................... .
Phonetics ......................................................................................... .

Professionaliied Subject Metter
Periods Sem. Hrs.
2

2

2

2

GROUP IV Courses for teachers of children who are partially seeing
Ed. 352 Reading Disabilities .................................................................. .
Ed. 356 Principles af Education of Children with Impaired Vision ..... :::
Courses for teachers of children who have orthopedic
disabilities
Sci. 356 Healt~ Problems of the Orthopedicolly Handicapped ............... .
Ed. 358 Education ond Care af the Orthopedicolly Handicapped , .......... .

I

I

GROUP Ill

iJci

4

I

GROUP II

~~:

2

GROUP V

Basic Prafessianal Courses

~~.

2

2

2
2
2

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Moth. 312 Mothematics in the Elementary Schaal ..................................
F. A. 312 Arts and Crafts in the Elementary Schoal ..................................
Eng. 312 Longuoge Arts in the Elementary School ............................ ,.......

GROUP

I
2

2

2

2

'

2
2

2

2

2

Courses for teachers of children who have speech
disorders
Speech Clinic ................................................................................ .

2

2

GROUP Ill Courses for teachers of children who are hard of hearing
Ed. 458 Methods of Teaching the Hord of Hearing .................................. ..

3

3

Soc. Sci. 412 Socio[ Studies in the Elementary Schoal ............................. .
Eng. 412 Children's Literature ................................................................... .
Specialized Prafessianal Courses
GROUP
Ed. 450

2
2

2
2

GROUP
Ed, 456

GROUP V

2

2

3

3

2

I

Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded
Reading Disabilities ....................................................................... .
II
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garten and elementary schools to take an active part in providing rich

GROUP IV Courses for teachers of children who are partially seeing
Ed. 462

Teaching of Typewriting for Partially Seeing Children ........... .

GROUP V

2

2

2

2

Courses for teachers of children who have orthopedic

disabilities
Ed. 464

Vocational Guidance of Handicapped Children ..........................

Curriculum Variables
Math. 412

Statistics and Evaluation ..........................................................

Soc. Sci. 414 Government and Politics ......................................................
F. A. 412 Arts and Crofts 11 ........................................................................

3

3
3

3

3
2

Student Teaching
Ed. 466 Student Teaching of Handicapped Children

4 weeks ....................

4

ADDITIONAL CURRICULUM VARIABLES
Subjects from the following curriculum variables are taken in lieu of the
variables listed in the preceding curricula if the ne.;ds of individuals or
,;iroups are better met by some of the following variables.

JR6

PT~e . Elementary Sc~aal .curriculum ···············:·······················"···· .. ···········
nnc1ples bnd Practrces m Elementary Education ....................................
Math. 432 Statistics and Evaluctian in the Secondary School ............................
EEdd.

. -.v 7

§gi_-
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:&d ~siri~;m~....::::·.:::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Soc. Sci. 402 New Jersey History and Government ..............................................
Soc. Sci. 403 Ecanamics ............................................................................................
Soc. Sci. 414 Government and Politics ....................................................................

Sem. Hrs.
3
2
3

~

2
3
3

DESCRIPTION OF. COURSES
The courses regularly offered by the college are listed and described
according to departments in the following pages. An attempt has been
made to limit the descriptive material to a minin-1um giving only details

which are necessary to clarify the title of the course. Editorial comment
regarding the need and aim of the course has been omitted.
The numbering of each course is coded to give the year in which
it is offered, the curriculum and the semester. The first digit of the
number indicates the year in which the subiect is given; for example,
one denotes freshman year, two denotes sophomore.
The second digit denotes the curriculum.
Zero denotes subjects

required of all students. One denotes subjects required of students in the

art experience for all children.
The point of view governing the procedures and content of the courses

is intended to leave the student with these understandings:
Art ability, both creative and appreciative, is an ability enjoyed
by all.
Full development of personality requires development of this
ability.
Arts means both product and process, both of which permeate
daily living.
Genuine art is an expression of the period in which it was created.

Art is concerned with both emotion and intellect, both idea and
technique.
The same principles are fundamental to all the arts, whether aural
or visual.

During the first two years art majors will use their elective opportunities to lay a broad foundation of studiq work in a variety of mediums.

During the second two years, half of their time will be given to courses in
education and half to technical courses in a wide variety of fields of art
practice. The major courses are designed to provide competent leadership in fine and industrial arts education in the elementary and secondary

schools throughout the State.
For the kindergarten-primary and general elementary students a fouryear sequence is provided which is intended to achieve three major ob-

jectives: (I) to give all prospective teachers a rich program of creative
experience in art mediums; (2) to provide a background of knowledge of
the cultural arts of major peoples and periods, and (3) to provide sound
philosophical and psychological bases for methods of teaching the arts.
During the first two years the student will explore a variety of areas
such as painting, modeling, design in industry, costume, dramatics, hous-

ing, furnishing and community planning; together with an opportunity for

General Elementary Curriculum; two, the Kindergarten Primary Cur-

craftsmanship in weaving, pottery, wood and metal work, printing, plastics

riculum; three, the Industrial Arts Curriculum; four, the Fine Arts Curriculum; and five, the Curriculum for the Teachers of Handicapped Children.
The third digit is odd if the subject occurs in the first semester and

and photography.
In the third year these experiences will be applied to methods of
teaching and curriculum building in connection with the work of the
Practicum. Art will be treated as an integral part of school life.
In the fourth year the student will round ~ut his background by an
historical study of great creative periods, including modern and contemporary art. The application of this background knowledge to contemporary art movements and present-day educational needs will be
made in reading, in discussion and in first hand exploration of the place of
art in the contemporary world as exemplified in the metropolitan area.

even if it occurs in the second semester.

ART
Courses in the Arts are designed to serve two primary purposes: (I)
to prepare specialists in Fine and Industrial Arts for elementary and secondary schools, and (2) to prepare general classroom teachers in kinder-
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F. A. 101-102

Social Interpretation of Art (4 sem. hrs.)

Workshop activities, readings, lecture-discussion ond visits to collections and
museums to develop an understanding .of the place ond function of art in living. The
emphasis of the course will be on art in the contempor.!lry sceno with historical
backgrounds explored as they relate. Photography, moving pictures, theatre, dress
design, industriol design, advertising, pointing, sculpture, architecture, ond the

crofts ore .!lmong the oreos which will be considered.
F. A. 141-142

Painting (6 sem. hrs.)

Pointing in oil, water color, gouoche, tempera. , The emphasis of the course is on
the development of individual power of expression in painting. The work ond the
sources of modern .!Ind contemporory artists will be studied.
F. A, 143-144

Drawing, Composition and Design (4 sem. hrs.)

Art elements, principles of design, ond drawing as a vocabulary in composition. A
study of masters will be made with special emphasis on the skills of drawing and
composition as a part of the ortist's person.!!! idiom.
F. A. 241-242

Carving and Modeling (6 sem. hrs.)

Modeling in clay, corving in stone and wood, constructing in planes, volumes and
mosses. A study of sculpturol .!!rt of both the present and the past will be made
through reoding, discussion ond museum trips.
F. A. 243-244

F. A. 343-344

F, A. 345-346

Costume and Fashion Illustration (4 sem. hrs.)

A study of the fundamentals of design in dress, of becoming ond oppropriate dress,
of wordrobe plonning and suitable use of occessories. Opportunity will be given
students to select moterials for, themselves bosed upon personolity study, to practice
v.!!dous techniques of fashion illustr.!ltion, to visit museums and shops and to consult
fashion experts when possible.
Arts and Crafts in tha Elementary School (4 sem. hrs.)

Child growth ond moturity patterns. of children's plastic ond graphic art expression,
materials ond processes, sources of art materials, community resources, use of nature
moteria!s, and museum collections. These will be organized in terms of a good ort
program in an elementary school.
F. A. 341-342

House Furnishing and Housing (4 sem. hrs.)

A study of the problems of house furnishing and housing including the esthetics of
home planning and furnishing, styles in houses, furnishings, landscaping, accessories
for the home such as pictures, lamps, table settings and flower arrangements. Opportunity will be given to take trips to museums, shops and model homes. Well-designed
communities and housing developments will be considered.
F, A, 347-348

Industrial Design and Craks (4 sem. hrs.)

Workshop octivities in construction and experiment in three dimensional materials,
leather work, plastics, metal work: design in advertising, packaging, display, industri.!!I
products. Reoding, discussion ond trips to the studios of croftsmen ond industri.!!l
designers will further emphasize the relotionship of materials, function and design.
F. A, 349

Techniques of Te.!!ching Art (3 sem. hrs.)

The pattern of development of the child as he expresses himself in ort medio: the
materials, skills and processes suitable to children's maturity levels. The developmant
of unit and lesson plans will be reloted to the procticum situotion.
F. A. 350

Ceramics (6 sem, hrs.)

Making pottery by slab, coil, throwing, and casting: decoroting with slip, underglaze, sgrafitto and glaze; making glazes; stocking and firing the kiln. Important
contributions t_o. the world's ceramic arts will be studied through reading, reports,
and museum v1s1+s.

Public School Fine Arts Curriculum (3 sem. hrs.)

An over-oil view of the elementary ond high school curriculum and the relotionship of ort to the curriculum and the community. A study of present ort programs
will be made and o set of criteria for evaluating on art curriculum will be a maier
orea of consideration,
F. A. 351

F, A.311-312

Textile Arts (6 sem. hrs.)

A study and appreciation of woven and printed textiles through visits to museums,
shops and galleries. Opportunity will be given students to waava on simple and fourharness looms, to do tie dyeing, batik, block printing, stenciling, silk screen printing,
embroidery and applique os a textile art.

Art and Civilizotion (4 sem. hrs.)

An over-all view of art in relation to culture patterns through lecture-discussions,
trips, practical problems and extensive reading. Studies will be made of the ort
form produced by the social, economic, politicol ond religious forcas at work in
such periods as the fifth century in Greece, the Middle Ages, the Italian Rennoissance,
contemporory life and such oreas os Mexico, the Orient, and contemporary primitive
cultures,
F. A. 245-246
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Arts and Crafts for Slow Learners I (3 sem. hrs.)

Meoningful and interesting manuol octivities for sequential skill development.
These proiects will be with wood, leather, plostics, metal, ceramics, basketry, cardboord, ond weaving. Emphosis will be on the needs of muscle coordination through
practice activities.
F. J,,, 411-412

Arts and Crafts 1-11 (4 sem. hrs.)

Workshop activities in the arts and crofts of the elementary school program.
Painting, modeling, weaving, pottery, lettering, poster making, book making, paper
mache, puppetry, block printing, stenciling, plaster work, metal work, leather, wood,
plostics, and three dimensional construction are materials ond processes which will be
explored.
F. A. 441-442

Theatre Design end Puppetry (6 sem. hrs.)

Studio work in designing, lighting, costuming, ond make-up for stoge production:
making and staging productions of vorious types of puppet shows. Traditional and..
contemporary stage forms will be made a part of the student's experience through
reading and back-stage and studio visits.
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F. A. 443-444

Graphic Arts (6 sem. hrs.)

Etching, drypoint, wood cuts, wood engraving, lithography, silk scraan, photograms
and photography. Material, tool and process will be considered as intagrol part of
design and composition. The work of masters in each field of graphic arts will hn
studied.

F. A. 446

Philosophy of Art Education (3 sem. hrs.)

Theory and practice of art in education. Wide reading in the philosophy and
psychology Of art education will be the source of criteria and evaluation of currant
theories ond practices.

Ed. 252
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Speech Cerrection (2 sem. hrs.)

A study of the necessary thaory and skills to develop battar speach habits in all
pupils and to help those with minor speach handicaps. Attantion will be given
to the recognition and to some consideration of speech disorders due to structural,
emotional and mental conditions.
Ed. 302 Teaching Precedures (2 sam. hrs.)
Lesson planning, classroom organization, and units of work. Students learn the use of
motion pictures, radio, phonograph and two and threa dimensional illustrations including good utili~ation of simple materials, black board bulletin boards, models, and sand
tablas. Special attention is given to first hand experiences through field trips.

EDUCATION
The courses under this heading provide the more specifically professional content. They deal with the theory and practice of education as
an immediate preparation for teaching. Principles developed from the
history of education, from philosophy, psychology, anthropology and
sociology, are applied and translated into methods of teaching the various
subjects: of aiding the personal adjustments of pupils: of defining the
professional function of the teacher: of conducting the social enterprises
of the classroom; and of evaluating the results of the teacher's effort.
Because of its concern with the underl/ng principles of education, the
Department of Education recognizes and accepts a responsibility for
leadership in a continuous critical examination of the curriculum and the
teaching process in the schools, as well as the continuous improvement
of the whole college program for the education of teachers. So far as
the maturity and experience of the students warrant, they have an opportunity to participate in this continuous creative effort to build a better
curriculum and to refine the teaching process.
Ed. 201

Introduction to American Education (2 sem. hrs.)

The place of education in America. Tho history of education, its achievaments,
organization and relation to American Democracy will be studied.
Ed. 204 Psychology of Human Behavior (3 sem, hrs.)
The purpose of this coursa is to help students undarstand and improve thair own
behavior and understand their associatas. The work centers around personality and tho
biological, social and cultural factors which influence its development. Study of
deviations from normal will ba limited to pupils usually found in classes for tha handicappad such as ( I l slow learners, (2) speech defectives, (31 partially seeing, (41 hard
of hearing and (Sl cripplad.
Ed. 251

Prrnciples ef Teaching Handicapped Children {2 sem. hn.)

For aarly detection and proper care of all handicapped children.
Incidence,
causes, and diagnosis of handicaps as well as consideration of different ramadial
procedures are essantial to any adequata program. Visitations will ba mada to observe programs for the mentally and physically handicapped,

Ed. 303

Child Growth and Oavelopment (3 sem. hrs.)

Techniques of studying child growth, a correlation of tho learnings concarning
its biological, psychological and sociological aspects. A first hand study of childran
is provided in the practicum schools to gain an understanding of child behavior
and needs.
Ed. 304

Educational Psycholegy (2 sem. hrs.)

A critical analysis of the learning procass including thaories advancad by major
schools of thought. The study includes maturation and learning, insight, organization
and relationship, conditioning, repetition, and motivation.
Ed. 305-306 Junier Practicum (4 sem. hrs.)
Laboratory field study and participation in public schools.
Ed. 322

Principles of Education ef Young Children (4 sem. hrs.)

Historical development of education in kindergarten-primary grades and recant
trends in nursery school education. Students learn curriculum construction and davelopment and selection of equipment, sources of supply and costs. Topics include an
evaluation of growth, including survey of standardized tests, anecdotal daily racords
and summaries, reports and conferences with parants. Students participata in laboratory kindergarten and in P-orent-Taacher activities.
Ed. 331

Principlas of Industrial Arts Educatien [2 sem. hrs,)

The functions, scope, content, methods, physical settings and history of industrial
arts. Subject matter classifications include (al power (bl construction (cl transportation (d) communication (e) manufacturing.
Methods involve work experience,
planning, field study, illustrative aids, craative expression and personnel. Tho relationship of Industrial Arts to scienca, language, art, social sciances, and other
subjects is traced.
Ed. 332

Curriculum and Teaching ef Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs.)

A rasume of industrial arts as a basic part of ganeral aducation. Analysis is made
of transition pariods, stagas of davalopment, tarminology, typos of shop organization,
current neads and trands, curriculum construction and evaluation of content.
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Ed. 350

Clinical Measurements (2 sem. hrs.)

An overview of accepted verbal and objective clinico[ tests which are in use in
most psychologicol clinics. The course will provide for practice in the administrotion
of a few tests under supervision, so that the student will become more familiar with
tho behavior of individuals, especially the mentally handicapped, in test situations.
Ed. 352

Curriculum Building for Different Maturation Levels (3 sem. hrs.)

An analysis of all subjects which are appropriate for mentally handicapped. The
selectivity of these curriculum offerings with emphasis on content blocks suitabla
for different maturational levels will be carefully analyzed. Definite consideration will
be given to the integration of the curriculum selections in the making of a unit
program.

Ed. 354

Psychology of Speech (2 sem. hrs.)

Tha development of speech in the child, the relation between language and
thought, semantics, listener response, and other psychological processes basic to
effective speech.
Ed. 356

Principles of Education of Children with Impaired Seeing (2 sem, hrs.)

Consideration of physical surroundings, specialized equipment and various plans for
conducting classes for the paritally seeing.
Ed. 358

Education and Care of the Orthopedically Handicapped (3 sem. hrs.)

Interpretation of medical reports and records of medical officials. An analysis is
made of academic difficulties and needs due to specific physical handicaps. Consideration is given to maintaining a "normal" school program for each chi)d.
Ed. 360

Phonetics (2 sem. hrs.)

The speech sounds from the acoustic, visual and kinesiologic approaches. This is
an essential course for teaching phonics, for work in general speech improvement,
and for aiding children with articulatory speech defects.
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the assistance of the cooperative teacher. The work includes all activities Of teaching,
both planning and execution. By the end 9f the period the student takes full charge
of the class for several days at a time. Students preparing to teach handicapped
children spend four weeks with a normal class and then four weaks with a handicapped
class, Education 466.
Ed. 405

Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene (2 sem, hrs,)

Knowledge and skills which will help the teacher to get along with and understand
himself and the persons with whom he lives, the children, other teachers, parents
and other members of the community. The course offers opportunity for study of
procedures used in individual case studies.

Ed. 406

Philosophies of life as related to education, the unique function of education in a
democracy, the place of the indivdual in relation to society. The study will include
the nature of freedom and discipline; and the concepts of change, progress and
evaluation in the good society.

Ed. 407

Student Teaching (8 sem. hrs.)

Gradual induction into teaching.
The student is assigned as co-worker to a
successful teacher in the public schools. The assignmant is made on the basis of
the present training needs of the student but factors of convanience and preference
are also considered. The student is supervised and rated by a college instructor with

Principles and Practices in Elementary Education (2 sem. hrs.)

A study of the objectives of the elementary school and means used to obtain
them. Best current practices in organization, motivation, and procedures are studied.
Ed. 421-422

Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum ( 6 sem, hrs.)

Planning the school environmant and its use to meet the developmental needs
of young children. A study is made of existing materials of instruction. Daily program of activities in Kindergarten-Primary grades is planned. Directed observation
and participation with teacher and Children are provided in care and use of materials,
Ed. 432

Psychology of Adolescence {3 sem, hrs.)

A study of the characteristics of adolescence with emphasis on the needs of the
secondary school student in his quest for maturity.
Guidance (2 sem, hrs.)

The guidance program in the modern secondary school, educational, vocational,
and personal guidance. Guidance techniques employing personal inventory, occupational and educational information, and counseling are studied as ways to help
secondary pupils solve their own problems.
Reading Disabilities (2 sem. hrs.)

Means of adapting the reading program to individual needs. Attention will be
centered on the neurological, physical, mental or emotional aspects which may
impede learning. A specific case study will be made of the individual problem in
learning the tool subject of reading.
Ed. 451

Ed. 403-404 or 466

The Elementary School Curriculum (3 sem. hrs.)

Curriculum design. patterns of curriculum development, current practices and
procedures, grade placement of material. Children's experiences are considered in
the light of modern psychology of learning and growth.

Ed. 450
Ed. 402 Philosophy of Education (3 sem. hrs,)

School and Community Health and Safety Education (2 sem, hrs.)

A critical study of all factors in the school and other parts of the community
affecting health and safety of children. Curriculum materials and experiences in
health and safety are studied as well as services available in this field. The role
of the teacher is emphasized in developing knowledges and practices ralating to good
health and safety.

Ed. 434
Ed. 401
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Material and Methods far Teaching Slow-Learners (3 sem. hrs.)

Construdion of programs which will adequately correlate skill subjeds with the
cores of interest, emphasizing subjact-time allotments and subject spacing. Con~
sideration will be given to the evaluation and use of all records. Curricular materials
will be selectad and compiled, which can be used to teach mentally handicapped
children at various levels.
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Ed. 453 Speach Pathology (3 sem. hn.)
A consideration of the more serious speech disorders of aphasie, stuttering, defi
palate speech, ophonio, and the speech of the physically and mentally hondicopped.

Ed. 455~56 Speech Clinic (4 sem. hrs.)
An opportunity for clinical practice with different types of speech handicapped, in
diagnosis, referral to other specialists, training and treatment procedures.
Ed. 457

Audiometric Testing end Heering Aids (2 sem. hrs.)

Instruction in the methods ond techniques of conducting heering tests ond oi
using hearing aids. ~onsiderotion is given to the relationship of hearing loss to
speech and language ond the attention that must be given to remedial educational
procedures.
Ed. 458

Teaching of Typewriting for Pertially Seeing Children (2 sem. hrs.)

An elementary course in the teaching of typewriting.
needs to be given to the portial!y seeing in this course.

Ed 463

The study of English serves a dual purpose in a teachers college, since
the student must not only develop his own ability to communicate and to
receive communication but he must also learn to teach these skills to
children. For this reason, courses in the professionalized language arts are
included in the curricula for teachers in the elementary school.
Eng. 101-102

Fundamentals oi English (4 sem. hrs.)

Training ond practice in reading, writing, speaking, ond listening as communication,
Emphasis is placed upon clarity, effectiveness, and accuracy in the use of English
for personal ond professional purposes, with attention to individual needs.
Eng. 103-104

Fundamentals oi Speech (2 sam. hrs.)

Basic techniques for individual development in speech. The mechanism of speech
is studied; training in voice production and articulation is given; ond responsibility
toward an audience is stressed.

Methods of Teaching the Partially Seeing (4 sem. hrs.)

Teaching procedures, educational materials, and curricular modifications adapted
to the needs of the partially seeing. Vocational guidance will be considered irl rela•
tion to community opportunities and the physical potentialities of the child.

Ed. 462

Wh;le the problem of communication concerns all departments of the
college, the English Department recognizes its direct responsibility for
the technical skills and special knowledges of language and literature. The
English courses of the student's first year emphasize facility and accuracy
of expression. Later courses are designed to give the student appreciation, ~nderstanding and enjoyment of the great works of literature.

Lip Reading (Speech Reading) (2 sem. hrs.)

An analysis of the visual speech-reading problems, with methods and techniques
for teaching speech reading. Foundation procedures, fundamental exercisas, source
materials, and teaching plans are an essential port of the course,

Ed. 461

ENGLISH

Methods in leeching the Hard of Heari_ng (3 sem. hn.)

Speciel methods and techniques in teaching the elementery subiects to hard oi
heering children. Emphasis is placed on the coordination of reading, speech, hearing,
ond speech reading.

Ed. 459
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No special consideration

Rehabilitation Through Physical Education, Physical Therapy and Occupa•
tio nal Therapy (3 sem, hrs.)

Eng, 201-202

Survey of Literature (6 sem. hrs.)

Selected readings in world literature from ancient times to the present century.
literature is studied as on interpretation of life.
Eng. 311

Contemporary Literature (3 sem. hrs.)

American, English, and European literature of the twentieth century. Special
consideration is given to ideas, forms and trends which seem likely to have an in•
fluence outlasting our own day, but currently popular writing is not overlooked.

0

Applied anatomy, physiology and kinesiology through lectures ond clinical observa•
tion. Special emphasis is given to technical instruction in monua[ orts as they relate
to physical rehabilitation.

Ed. 464 Vocational Guidance of the Handiceppad Children (2 sem, hrs.)
Vocational requirements in relation to various types of physically handicapped
children as their needs relate to community opportunities and physical potentialities,
The literature will be reviewed on the outstanding successes of the physically handicapped.

Eng. 312

language Arts in the Elementary School (2 sam. hrs.)

An introduction to methods and materials for guiding children in using spoken ond
written English for communication and for creative expression, Classroom procedures
are demonstrated.
Eng, 321

Languege Arts in Kindergarten-Primery Grades (.3 sem. hrs.)

Development of language in young children, including oral and written expression
basic to the evolution of the reading program in the lower elementary grades. The
study includes reading materials ond techniques of teaching. A survey of tests and
research findings in the field of t+,e language orts is made.
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Eng. 411

Reading in the Elementory School (2 sem. hrs,)

Current thought and prl!lctice in tel!lching elementary-school children to read.
The devalopment of reading skill and the intagration of reading with all areas of the
curriculum ore given practical classroom application.

Eng. 412

Children's Literature (2 sem. hrs,)

A survey of traditional !!Ind modern stories, poems, ploys, and informational materiols for children. Ways of helping children to use and enjoy literature ore presented.

I. A. 232
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Metol Work II (3 sem. hrs.)

A continuation of Metal Work I with addition!!!! techniques in processes of filing,
chipping, po!1shing, plating and general finishing of metals.

I. A. 233-234

Mechanical Drawing !-II (4 sem. hrs,)

Introductory course involving care and us~ of materials and instruments, theory and
practice of mechanicl!ll drafting, pictorial sketching, lettering and dimensioning,
visul!llization of views, orthogrl!lphic proiec+ion. The course covers working drawings,
applied geometry, auxiliary projection, isometric and other methods of pictorial
representation.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
The industrial arts program of the college proposes to increase the
student's knowledge and skills In the major industrial arts areas-woodwork, metal work, plastics, electricity, mechanical drawing and the graphic
arts. It is presupposed that the student enrolling for the industrial arts
program has had preliminary training and contact in his secondary school
work with industrial arts subjects. In addition to increasing the above
knowledges and skills the student is directed in the techniques of teaching
industrial arts in the secondary schools.
The industrial arts department emphasizes the relation of the cultural
aspects of arts to the development of civilization and the vital part that
industry plays in the lives of each of us today. Creative satisfactions
resulting from well-designed and carefully executed projects are provided
for in the experience the student finds in this area.
The student majoring in the industrial arts is expected to have contact
with industry through having actually worked in an industrial establishment.
This is obtainable in the summers or preceding the student's enrollment
at the college.
I. A, 131-132

Woodwork 1,11 (6 ,em. hn.)

A fundamental course involving basic processes and techniques in woodworking.
Use, care !!Ind sharpening of hand to ...1s; characteristics and uses of common woods
are included. A study is made of good design and construction principles. Prl!ldical
work consists of exercises and tests in the technique and processes covered. The
work includes l!ldvanced h!!!nd woodworking, problem brMkdown into learning units,
procedure planning, shop maintenance and safety. Characteristics and applications
of the vl!lrious finishing materials are studiad. The course includes prl!lctical work in
construction of proiects involving maximum of hand operations, and individual student
lecture-demonstrations.
I. A. 231

Metal Work I (3 sem. hrs.)

layouts, cutting, bending, forming, fusing of sheet metals and iron and steel,
Trl!lining is given in hand !!Ind ml!lchine operations together with technical information,
sources of supply with emphasis on skills in tool manipulation.

I, A. 331

Woodwork Ill (3 sem, hrs.)

Study of the common woodworking machines, their maintenance, and safe opera•
+ion. Wood technology, ioinery and finishes are included. Students learn pl!lttern,
furniture and cl!lbinet making. El!lch student completes one or more projects on this
level and presents a !acture-demonstration on one of the operations involved.

I. A. 332 Woodwork IV (3 sem. hrs.)
Consideration of the specil!llized woodworking machines; jigs and unusul!II !!!pplications. Students learn l!ldvanced wood technology, joinery, finishing and touch-up. An
l!lnalysis of the position of woodworking in tha genarl!ll lndustril!II Arts program is
made.

I. A. 333

Mechanical Drawing Ill (2 sem. hrs,)

Continuation of Mechanical Drawing 11, with emphl!lsis on developed surfaces and
intersections, gears and cams, threl!lds, electrical and piping drawings.

I. A. 334

Mechanical Drawing IV (2 sem. hrs.)

Fundamentals of architecturl!II drawing; plans, detl!li!s and conventions: inking and
trl!lcing: blueprinting. A general l!lnalysis is made of the whole field of mechanical
drawing as it pertains to the teaching of Industrial Arts.

I. A. 335

Graphic Arts I (3 sem. hrs.)

A survey of the printing industry: its scope, orgl!lnization, relationships !!Ind importance in education. Simple hand setting, spacing, punctuation and division of
words; platen press maintenance and operation are included.

1. A 336

Grophic Am II (3 sem. hrs.)

Historical study of the development of the fundl!lmentl!II grl!lphic l!lrts pracesses.
Practical work is given in setting composition, printers' terms !!Ind mathematics;
proof readers' marks and their use; lock-up advanced platen press operation. safety.
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I. A. 441

I. A. 337 Ceromies (3 sem. hrs.)
Making pottery by coiling, throwing; jiggering ond casting; making glazes, stacking
and firing tho kiln. Relationship of matariol, processas and function, as tho basis
of design in ceramics for industrial trial production is studied.
I. A. 338

Care and maintenance of homo appliancas.

Various household appliances are

studiad from a scientific approach to thair repair and upkaap.

A "handy-man"

procadura pradominatas. Studants develop job and informational sheets.

I. A. 431

Metol Wo,k Ill (3 sem. h,s.)

Introduction to the procasses and proceduras of machining, drilling, grinding, lathe
work, spot welding, tapers, thread cutting, foundry and forging with general principles
of pattern moking. ·

I. A. 432

Metol Wo,k IV (3 sem. h,s.)

Procadures and procticas in art metal and iawelry togathar with introduction to
plastics. Studants study relationships betwaen construction and enrichmant of artistic
product, emphasis on dasign, etching, raising, tooling, angroving and general finish•
ing. Brazing and hard soldering are thoroughly considarad.

I. A. 435 G,ophic Am Ill (3 sem. h,s.)
Continuation of Graphic Arts I and II, amphasis on bookbinding and popermaking;
linoleum block, woodcut and silkscreen printing; etchings and angravings: thorough
study of photogrophy, including darkroom work. A study of the mimeographing and
bluaprinting process will be covared.
I. A. 436

Elementary School Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs,)

Acquaints and assists in tha usa of tools ond matoriols in activity progroms through
the elomentary grados. Tool proces5es, vorious medio and their use form a divorsified
bockground in helping childron live, work and ploy more intolligently in our indus•
trial society.
I. A. 437

Eloctricity I (2 sem. hrs.)

A unit in proctical working know!adga of fundamentals of elementary electricity.
Students follow o combinotion of loboratory, experimental and constructional axparimants in magnatism, circuits, ganarators, motors, radios, heating and lighting and
genaral appliances in everyday use.
I. A. 43B

Basic Industrial Arts (3 sem. hrs.}

Handwork in wood, metal, and plastics. Emphasis is placed on basic use of hand
tools suitable for elementary school pupils.
!/

MATHEMATICS

I

Household Maehanics {2 sam. hrs.)

Electricity II (2 sem, hrs.)

Continuation of Electricity I with additional work involving direct and alternating
currents, simple light and power circuits, transformers, armature winding, telaphonas,
television, motor repair and ganarol maintenonce. Job shaets and courses of study
will ba studied.
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Mathematics is the universal language developed by man to describe
and organize his ideas of number. This language, with as own complete
set of _signs and symbols, is woven through every strand of our growing
culture. Indeed, the advance of civilization throughout the world has
kept pace with progress in mathematical thinking.
Society delegates to the teacher the task of training the young to
understand and use number. It follows that the elementary school currriculum must allow a substantial amount of time for mastery of that mathematics which is essential to good citizenship. For each child the road
to the mastery of number should be the same high adventure as it was
for those who first created it.
He who plans to teach will require a background of mathematics
beyond the minimal program for everyday living. How to use the tools
of the common branches of mathematics is not enough. He must recognize what tools a mathematical ~ituation requires and when to use each.
He should be able to interpret the mathematics found in the articles of
educational journals which he will read. Further, he should have time to
develop an appre6ation of the perfection and beauty of mathematics
as an expression of the highest form of creative thinking of man. In
short, If he is to teach well, the teacher must know far more mathematics
than he is expected to teach.
Math. 101-102

General Mathematics (4 sem. hrs.)

History and organization of our number systam; aquations as relatad to tobles end
graphs; the function concept in arithmatic, olgabra, trigonomatry, and analytic
gaometry; computationol methods including approximate computation, scien,+ific
notation, logarithms, and the use of the slide rule. Applications are made to all
fields: business, angineering, shop, fina art, music, the sciences, and the homo.
Math, 211-212

General Mathematics (4 sem. hrs.)

A continuation of General Mathematics to include derivation of thaoretical
and empirical equations; the theory of probability: mothemotical induction: the
concapt of a locus, of slope, of a limit, of maxima and minima, of the theory of
differentiation ond integration. Applications in the physics of motion and alectricity, in compound interest and annuities, in laws of biological growth, in music,
art and statistics.
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Math. 233.234

Mathematics of Industrial Arts (4 sem. hrs.)

A discu55ion of those phases of mathematics as arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry,
and the like, that apply to the ways and means of industry which ore found in the
Industrial Arts program.

Mus. 201-202

Mathamatics in the Elementary Scheel (2 sam. hrs.)

The teaching of meaningful arithmetic in the elementary grades, covering fundamental number operations, problem-solving, ond lesson-planning.

Math. 411-Problems and Practices in Teaching Arithmetic (2 sem. hrs.)
The teaching of meoningful arithmetic in the elementary grades, covering concreto
teaching aids, the problem of grade placement, the building of experience and subject
matter units of instruction, the selection of textbooks and workbooks, the development
of problem solving ability, and the evaluation of learning. The findings of research
ore stressed.
Math. 412

Statistics and Evaluatiens in the Elementary Scheel (3 sem. hrs.)

The treatment and interpretation of quantitative data in measurement ond
evaluation as applied to the elementary school and including the kindergarten and
handicapped groups.
Math. 431

Statistics and Evaluation in tha Secondary Schoel (3 sem. hrs.)

The traatment ond interpretation of quantitative data in measurement ond evoluetion applied to secondary aducation with special attention to the Industrial Arts
program.

MUSIC
Many rich and significant musical experiences are open to all students
of the College. They may attend the Metropolitan Opera performances
throughout the season, and go to concerts, recitals, lectures and conferences sponsored by the Griffith Foundation. They may join the Glee
Club and Orchestra, both of which are affiliated with the New Jersey
Federation of Music Clubs. Those who play instruments are given opportunities for solo and ensemble performance. In the last two years, the
music courses are associated with the student teaching activities of the
Practicum. Here the students acquire the background which helps them
to enter into and interpret actual school situations.
Mus, 101-102

Fundamentals of Music (4 sem. hrs.)

A tachnical course to give the student the knowledges and skills which moke for
individual power and musicianship. Music notation and theory will be studied.
Experiences ore furnished in ear training, dictation, and music reading,

Secial lntarpretatien of Music (4 1em. hrs.)

A course for the understanding and enjoyment of music. Representative composers,
compositions, forms ond styles, and the elements of musical structure will be studied,
Mus. 311

Math. 312
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Music in tha Elementary Scheel (2 sem. hrs,)

An evaluation of the place of music in on educational program. Principles, moteriols, ond procedures for teaching music in the elementary schools are presented.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
rhe average person takes good health for granted and interprets
it in terms of freedom from disease. This narrow interpretation in no
way implies the positive state of well-being which enables the individual
to work and to play at his best with the least strain. Throughout the
courses in health and physical education, the purpose is to assist the
student to realize his optimal health and efficiency so that he may be
able to contribute much to life and to get much from it. The fortunate
teacher who possesses abundant good health is a financial asset to his
school system. He is likely to be emotionally stable and he has the
ability to teach health and physical efficiency by example.
It is also our task to provide the college student with a well-balanced
activity program to insure his physical efficiency. Wide experiences in
conditioning exercises, games, dances and sports are provided. The
student meets situations which develop quick-thinking leadership, accompanied by sound, common-sense judgments. Through definite exercise,
he is exposed to vigorous muscular and organic development which will
condition him to meet physical hardships with endurance.
In these courses, it is recognized that enjoyment plays an important
part in morale building and that real enjoyment can result from strenuous
physical activity.
Ph. Ed. 101-102

Organizad Racreatien (2 sem. hrs.)

Exercises, gomes, sports ond rhythmic activity. The student has an opportunity to
develop intEJrest and ability in the fundamental skills,
Ph. Ed. 201-2(12

Rhythmical Racraatien (2 sem. hn.)

Troditionol ond modern folk dances for elementary grades and community gatherings of odults, bosic steps in social doncing, square and round dances, and simple
top routines. Speciol donces with suggestions for simple costuming for festival and
program use will be employed, allowing for correlation with the soc:al sciences, art,
,nusic and other oreas of the curriculum.
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Ph. Ed. 311
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Physical Edueatien in the Elementary Scheel {2 sem. hrs.)

young teacher to recognize and use the many opportunities in the child's
immediate environment for developing scientific method and knowledge
at the level.

Problems of organization of material for various age levels. Ernphasis is placed
on the recreational and educational potentialities of physical education as it applies

to modern practices in the elementary school.
with accompanying materials ore studied.

Objectives and aims of each grade

Sci. 101-102

Ph. Ed. 412

Recreational Leadership (.2 sem. hr.)

Sci. 103-104

SCIENCE

The teacher, as a member of the intellectual leadershir. in his community, must have a generous cultural background of natural science.
The teacher as a professional guide to children must, in addition, gain
familiarity with the much larger scope of usable science content and
activities that are appropriate to the intellectual and cultural growth of
children at their own levels. In addition, the method of science is increasingly used in his own profession of education, which is one of the
youngest of the newly developed social sciences. A good scientific background lays the basis for a scientific attitude toward human behavior and
education.
In the courses that follow for the freshman and sophomore years the
effort has been to economize the time of the student to the greatest extent
compatible with providing an essential and sound background in the
natural sciences.
In the junior year when the student begins an intensive and practical
experience in the field, a co·urse in elementary school science prepares the

Introductory Biology (4 sem. hrs.)

The interdependencies of living things. The fundamentals of structure and function
in the primary processes of respiration, digestion, circulation, excretion, the nervous
system, and reproduction.

Organization of recreational programs and equipment for schools, comps, ploygrounds, end the community. Methods are given for conducting t'ournoments end
community meetings.

In the long struggle of man to maintain and improve his life in his
universe, the work of science began only recently. As a method of understanding and controlling the environment in order to meet human needs,
science has been revolutionary. Primarily it is a means of testing thought
and predicting what the outcome of action will be. The growth of a
great body of scientifically tested knowledge has built civilization as we
know it and put man increasingly in control of the forces that govern his
life. Educated persons, and particularly those who propose to teach,
must have a substantial acquaintance with the method and the findings
of science, upon which modern civilization is built.
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Chemistry (4 sem. hrs.)

The simpler understandings of structure and transformation of matter. Applica•
tions in such phases as the atmosphere, water, fire, fuels, food, refrigeration and
santation.

!
Sci. 105-106

Physics (4 sem. hrs.)

The vorious manifestations of motter end energy through the study of such topics
as light, color, sound, magnetism, electricity and mechanics.

Sci. 107-108

Personal Health and Hygiene (4 sem. hrs.)

A background of scientifically accurate health information, realistic criticism of
various panaceas, emphasis on positive health through planning and practicing a
wholesome program of living. The course furnishes experiences for tha potential
teacher to find out about himself and his health needs and to oct accordingly.

Sci. 311

Science in the Elementory School (2 sem. hrs.)

The preparation and use of simplified experiments and instructional materials that
will specifically serve the interests of children concerning their natural environment.

Sci. 312

Generol Science for Teachers (2 sem. hrs.)

An organized view of the natural environment as revealed by the astronomical.
geological, biological, physical and chemical sciences. A consideration of the problems involved in adapting this field to curriculum development.

Sci. 351

Anatomy and Physiology of the Ear and Speech Mechanism (2 sem. hrs.)

Anatomy, physiology, and pathology for those people who plan to assist the speech
defective or the hard of hearing in training programs,

Sci. 353

Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene of the Eye (3 sem. hrs.)

An understanding of the structure, function and hygiene of the eye. Common eye
diseases and defects, vision testing, and cooperation with the eye specialists, nurses
and various agencies are considered.
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Sci. 355

Anatomy, Physiology and Kinesiology (3 sem. hrs.)

A study of the body structure ond movement of body structure through the muscles,
bones and joints. Special emphasis is given to abnormal body functioning.
Sci. 401

Astronomy (2 aem. hrs,)

A survey of the astronomical universe with attention to such phases as the solar
system, our stellar galaxy, the milky way and·nebulae, Such phenomena as day and

night, seasonal changes, eclipses, lunar phases and tidal action are studied. The
relationship of ostronomy to navigation, time recording and time keeping is noted.

Sci. 402

Haalth Problams of the Orthopedically Handicapped (2 sam. hrs.)

An analysis of crippling factors and diseases with their subsequent physical defects
(maier and multiple), with a study of specific methods for handling these conditions.
School care and treatment, together with cooperative programs between the school
and home, are stressed.

. SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Department of Social Sc;ence includes the areas of thought and
knowledge found in economics, geo9raphy, history, political science and
sociology. It attempts to ass;,+ students to obtain useful knowledge concerning sources of mater;al in each of these fields, and to develop standards of living that will aid them, and those with whom they associate,
in

Gaographic lnfluencas on Civiliiation (3 aem. hrs.)

This is a study of the relationship between man's activities and his natural environment. Man's way of living and his cultural levels are affected by climate,
physiographic features, surface, soil, and other geographic factors. New inventions
will be translated as changes.
Soc. Sci. 202

Amarican Civilization (3 sem. hrs.)

An analysis of the growth of the basic institutions and ideals of the civilization of
the United States from the viewpoint of contemporary life and its problems.

Geology (2 sem. hrs.)

Theories of how the earth began and came to assume its present form. The
effects of such agencies as wind abrasion, water arosion, glaciation, volcanic and
earthquake phenomena are included. The study includes the nature of rocks and
minerals in their formation. The periods of earth history and the contemporary
changes in living forms are traced.
Sci. 452

Soc. Sci. 201
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Soc. Sci. 301

Naw Jeraey Hiatory and Geography (2 sem. hrs.)

A review of the significant features of New Jersey history, especially in its relation
to our national history, including a close examination of the structure and function
of state government and the changes therein. The geographical sections of the state
are covered.
Soc. Sci. 312

World Geography for Teachers (3 sem. hrs.)

A study of the maier geographic conditions which have so largely determined the
ways of living, degree of cultural progress, contributions to civilization, and international contacts. A study is made of the life and resources of each country and
tha possibilities of progress and development. International relations and trade and
friendship will be emphasized. Air age effects will be interpreted .
Soc. Sci. 403

Economics (3 sem. hrs,)

A scientific study of the factors of production, the market economy and the
pressing economic issues of our day.
Soc. Sci. 411

Social Studies in the Elementary School (2 sem. hrs.)

This course will develop the values and objectives of elementary school social
studies and explore appropriate methods of curriculum organization and teaching.

establishing a permanent peace.

Critical and detailed examination of a variety of cultures by means
of the methods of the Soc;al Sciences should develop in the student an
understanding of h;, own culture and of his own functions wi+h;n that

Soc. Sci. 413

culture.

Soc. Sci. 414

Soc. Sci. IOI

Human Relations I: Foundations: Culture (3 sem. hrs.)

An introduction to the social sciences, with emphesis on the cultural bases of
human relations.
Soc, Sci. 102

Human Relations II: Foundotions: Geography (3 sam. hrs.)

An analysis of the geographical basis of human life, emphasizing the interacting
relationships between the cultural and the natural environments.

International Relations (3 sem. hrs.)

A raalistic analysis of the principles of internotional politics os thay relate to the
causes and results of two world wars and the forces contending for world mostery.
Government and Politics (3 sem, hra.)

A survey of the principles and practices of government in the United States with
attention to other political philosophies. Local, county and si'ate governments ar1111
:overed.

